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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
In June 201 3, the Standing Council for Tertiary Education, Skills and Employ ment (SCOTESE)
decided that an independent process review be undertaken of the Australian Skills Quality Authority
(ASQA ) prior to any further decision regarding ASQA’s fees. This rev iew was to be undertaken in
ASQA’s current context and was to consider the efficiency and effectiveness of its current regulatory
approach and how this can be optimised over time.
PwC was engaged to undertake the review following agreement from the Reference Committee, a
group of senior officials established to oversee the review and to report to the National Senior Officials
Committee on behalf of SCOTESE. The Reference Committee comprises officials from four states and
territories and the Commonwealth.
Specifically, the review was to consider:


ASQA’s purpose, the requirements of its gov erning legislation, the National V ocational Education
and Training Regulator Act 2011 (NV R Act) and intersections with ASQA’s roles under the
Education Services for Overseas Students Act 2000 (ESOS Act)



ASQA’s current approach to regulation



the efficiency and effectiveness of that approach in the context of the regulator’s role in
safeguarding the quality of the v ocational education and training (V ET) sy stem



the context in which ASQA operates:
– specifically that ASQA has been operating for two y ears with high service levels necessary to
establish and embed the regulator in the V ET regulatory landscape
– ASQA is two y ears into a fiv e y ear cycle for renewal of all Prov ider registrations. It is ex pected
that the end of that cy cle will provide the regulator with a fuller picture of the sector and assist
with better targeting the regulator’s efforts after that time



the Australian Government’s agenda for reducing red tape, sup porting small business and growing
the economy



the impact on RTOs of ASQA’s approach and processes, in particular small business RTOs.

This was undertaken using the following methodology:


Consultations with ASQA’s staff



Time and effort estimates from ASQA ’s staff



Consultation with Peak Bodies



A surv ey of the Provider community about ASQA’s processes, fee levels and communications.

The Prov ider survey methodology was v alidated and approved by the Australian Bureau of Statis tics
Statistical Clearing House. The purpose of the survey was to gather direct Provider feedback on the
impact of ASQA processes on them. The surv ey covered re -registration, initial registration, change of
scope, compliance and communication processes and allowed for free text comments in each section.
The surv ey methodology was designed to deliver results that are reliably representative of the v iews of
the whole Prov ider community.
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In December 2009, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed to a model for national
regulation for the V ET sector that would comprise a national regulator and a separate standards
setting council. There was a clear need for V ET to hav e a more effective, consistent and transparent
regulatory system. This decision followed concerns raised about po or quality providers operating in
the training sy stem, highlighting the need to improve the quality of regulation in V ET to maintain
confidence both domestically and internationally. Moreover, the previous approach to V ET regulation,
encompassed eight different VET regulators.
2009 saw the collapse of a number of training providers delivering to overseas students particularly in
New South Wales and V ictoria. The Productivity Commission said in 2011 that “the national
standards for the registration and auditing of RTOs should be more rigorously enforced by
vocational education and training regulators to ensure quality and consistency in course delivery
and learner outcomes”1.
In February 2011, COAG established the Intergovernmental Agreement for Regulatory Reform of
V ocational Education and Training. This agreement provided the framework to establish national
V ET regulation, including the establishment of the national V ET regulator and the National Skills
Standards Council (NSSC). ASQA was established on 1 July 2011 by the enactment of the NV R Act and
supplementary legislation.
ASQA commenced operations as the new V ET regulator on 1 July 2011 with jurisdiction over all RTOs
in New South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory, as we ll as those in
V ictoria and Western Australia that operate in referring states/territories or offer courses to overseas
students. Tasmania, South Australia and Queensland referred powers and joined the national system
of regulation on 1 5 February 2012, 26 March 2012 and 29 June 2012; respectively. 2 ASQA currently
has 202 staff and offices in ev ery Australian capital city.
It is important when considering this review to understand the ev olution of ASQA’s creation and the
broad and v aried nature of the V ET sector ASQA is charged with regulating. This backdrop plays a
critical role in understanding the current state of ASQA’s operations and indeed imposes limitations
on ASQA’s future direction as a regulator. Of particular note:


ASQA is a relativ ely new organisation. Due to both the short timeframe and funding constraints
when the task force was established, sufficient ICT sy stems and process frameworks to enable
optimally efficient operations for ASQA were not embedded.



It is recognised that because ASQA is early in its dev elopment and will mature over time, that it has
a number of proposals in v arious stages of planning and ex ecution that, when implemented, will
support it in enhancing its effectiveness and efficiency.



The V ET sy stem itself is dispersed compared to other regulated industries. Compared to other
regulators such as the Civ il Aviation Authority or the Therapeutic Goods Administration who
regulate heavily consolidated industries, ASQA regulates a sy stem with a ‘long tail’ of small
prov iders.



Further, it is recognised that there are a number of factors in the broad regulatory architecture that
constrain ASQA’s efficiency and effectiveness which, if addressed by governments and rule setters,
would provide ASQA with an env ironment in which it could accelerate its moves towards greater
efficiency and effectiveness.

Throughout the review careful consideration was giv en to the impact of ASQA’s operations on
different sectors within the Provider community (for exam ple small, medium, large Providers; private

1 Pr oduc tivity Commission (2011) I nq uiry Report – Aged Care Reform
2 Pr oduc tivity Commission Study (201 1) Impacts of COAG Reform s – business regulation, and vocational education and training and
trans itions from school
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and public Prov iders). In order to support this, the review engaged with Peak Bodies representing the
Prov iders, and undertook a surv ey of a randomly selected representative sample of the Provider
community.
The Prov ider survey results in relation to larger (QLD, NSW, V IC and WA) jurisdictions as compared
with smaller jurisdictions (TAS, ACT, NT, and SA) rev ealed that:


Prov iders from larger jurisdictions have a 1 5% lower satisfaction rate with ASQA’s timeliness.



Prov iders from smaller and larger jurisdictions have similar satisfaction levels with
communications, and these satisfaction levels are comparable to the averages for corporate
helpdesks.

Breaking the Prov ider population into the top two quartiles by stu dent population and the bottom two
quartiles, it was observed that:


Prov iders from both the top two quartiles and the bottom two quartiles reported similar results for
ASQA’s communication effectiveness.



The top two quartiles and the bottom two quartiles of Providers reported similar rates of
satisfaction with ASQA’s timeliness and reasonableness of ASQA’s requests.

The surv ey was supported by direct consultations with V ET Sector Peak Bodies. The Australian
Council for Priv ate Education and Training, the Enterprise Registered Training Organisation
Association, TAFE Directors Association, English Australia and the Community College Association
were all consulted. Most of the issues Providers raised through the survey were also identified as key
issues by the Peak Bodies. These included the appropriateness of moving to full cost recovery,
communication issues and processing times (both acknowledging that these had improved recently).
Ov erall the results of the review, the feedback from the Peak Bodies and P rov ider community, and the
fieldwork and rev iew of ASQA’s processes collectively did not demonstrate a significant difference
between the impact of ASQA’s processes on small Providers when compared to larger Providers,
further there was only minor evidence of geographical difference of opinion across the community.
The rev iew identified six key themes in relation the efficiency and effectiveness of the V ET regulatory
env ironment:
1.

ASQA’s ex isting ICT systems do not facilitate the m ost efficient and effective
business processes for the future of ASQA as a regulator.
ASQA has commenced a major ICT transformation to deliver an applications portfolio and
ICT infrastructure that will address many of these improvement areas outlined in this report.
Howev er there are still capability gaps that have been identified around ICT support for risk
management in the current ICT transformation planning.
In order to address the challenges ASQA currently faces the ICT transformation needs to
deliv er workflow systems, risk management, quality management systems, records
management sy stems, resource scheduling sy stems, fully integrated billing, and support for
inv estigations and ev idence management. Once the new ICT platform is in place, it will
require ongoing CAPEX funding to ensure that the sy stem is updated with new capabilities to
support ASQA’s ongoing evolution as a regulator. Additionally, ASQA will need business as
usual funding for ICT to ensure the sy stem can be adequately maintained and supported, and
may also require additional funding in the design phase to ensure the proposed solution
adequately addresses ASQA’s one -off needs.
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2. ASQA is constrained by a v ariety of factors in the regulatory architecture. T hese
factors driv e some process inefficiencies that impact its timeliness and
transparency of operations.
There are two key ex ternal factors that impact ASQA’s operations:
1 ) Two Acts (NV R Act and ESOS Act) - the requirements of the separate pieces of
legislation that ASQA operates under, and
2) the limitations inherent in ASQA’s ex isting ICT solutions.
Harmonising the Acts as much as possible and providing ICT support for ASQA’s business
processes to drive quality and processing efficiencies will address many of the improvement
items. It is likely that this will not only improve operations overall, but also address concerns
within the broader Provider community (explored further in the report).
3. ASQA has ev olved its risk m odel, but requires additional data about the sector
and ICT capability to deliver further improvement.
Risk profiling is a key component of an effective regulatory regime as it enables regulators to
most effectively target their monitoring and compliance programs. ASQA has implemented an
interim automated risk assessment process to replace its legacy process (in January 2014) and
is planning to further develop this approach. The current ASQA risk model uses a small
number of attributes and is hand tuned. Hand tuning has significant limitations when
compared to modern analytic approaches which are able to identify the attributes that best
identify risky providers.
The ex isting ASQA risk model focusses on the Provider, rather than both the Provider and the
attributes of the industry it is operating in. The lack of data is due large ly to the unavailability
of Total V ET activ ity reporting and ASQA ’s decision to not increase regulatory burden on the
sector by seeking to obtain equivalent data in adv ance of Total V ET activity reporting under
the timetable agreed by SCOTESE.
When the Total V ET activ ity statement reporting requirements come into effect, this will
enable ASQA to deliv er a more a comprehensive risk model. A more granular risk model that
considers both the Provider and its context will enable more effective profiling of Providers
that present a risk, and enable the monitoring functions to focus its efforts on Providers who
are more likely to be non-compliant.
4. A lack of coordination in training package updates issued by ISCs creates
unnecessary work for Prov iders and im pacts ASQA’s operations.
Many training packages are updated regularly. Out of 63 training packages reviewed by ASQA,
one package was updated 15 times and two others 1 3 times in the three y ears to 30 June 2013.
A total of 24 training packages were updated 5 or more times over that period. Some changes
require Providers to make an application for a change of scope which ASQA then processes
and charges an associated fee. Other changes require Providers to update training delivery,
assessment strategies or course material. These changes must be better coordinated as the
impact of this on the V ET sector and the regulator is significant process inefficiencies and
additional cost.
5. A lack of guidance and clarity about the rules for Standards and training
packages is creating unnecessary work for ASQA and Prov iders.
No single entity amongst ASQA, the Industry Skills Councils (ISCs), and the NSSC has clear
responsibility for issuing guidance about the interpretation of the Standards and training
packages to Providers. There is some suggestion that ASQA is responsible, but they are not
funded for this task. It must be made clear who is responsible for issuing guidance, and
consideration should be given to establishing a formal process to ensure that information
about common causes of non-compliance is fed into dev elopment of guidance for
communication with Providers.
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6. Com munications with Providers are not fully effective.
While a majority of Prov iders agree or strongly agree that ASQA’s communication channels
are clear, accessible, timely and effective, 43% do not. The Prov ider survey noted two major
concerns:
a) the inability to obtain specific advice pertaining to a Prov ider’s case and
b) the current process whereby the Infoline re-directs Providers to generic information on
the website
Prov iders noted that they had generally consulted the website and were se eking further
clarification on a specific issue that they were unable to resolve v ia reading the Standards and
training packages.
If the abov e six themes are appropriately addressed this would bring significant benefits to the
efficiency of regulatory operations, and would reduce the burden of compliance on Providers. For
instance:


Reduction in the number of applications m ade by Providers. ASQA has two potential
approaches to reducing the number of applications; streamlining the process of changing traini ng
packages and increasing the accuracy of the risk model to enable more applications to be
automatically approved without review. ASQA currently approves the majority of change of scope
applications v ia the risk assessment process and some renewal applica tions, and this can
potentially be ex panded and refined.



Reducing the number of applications that are audited . A more targeted audit approach
enables greater numbers of applications to be approved without the need for audit. For instance
Prov iders with a history of compliance would hav e access to more timely application approvals.
ASQA is ev olving its risk approach and this will y ield benefits. When the Total V ET Activity data is
av ailable ASQA should be able to make significant improvements to its risk mod el by including a
data analy tics approach and thus minimise even further the number of applications that need to
progress to audit.



Fewer non-compliant audits decreasing the costs for ASQA and Prov iders . If
significant causes of non-compliance amongst Providers can be addressed with education and
guidance from ASQA or another organisation in the regulatory architecture, ASQA and Prov iders
will bear less cost. ASQA and Prov iders both indicated that non -compliant audits are significantly
more ex pensive than c ompliant audits.

The rev iew considered an assessment of ASQA’s corporate services functions. ASQA’s corporate
serv ices costs were benchmarked against other small regulatory agencies with comparable functions.
The benchmarking demonstrated that ASQA’s spend on corporate services is largely similar to other
small regulatory agencies. There were some areas of relative higher spend in relation to Finance, HR
and ICT functions, but this is likely driven by technology limitations and the needs of the transitioni ng
workforce.
The rev iew also included consideration of the line of sight between ASQA’s costs and fees. There were
two key elements to considering this matter. Firstly, the approach for determining ASQA’s fees and
secondly the implications of ASQA progressing toward full cost recovery . The Provider survey found
that Prov iders have different v iews of the reasonableness of ASQA’s fees. 63% of respondents
considered the initial application fees appropriate, 45% considered the renewal application
appropriate, and 53% considered the change of scope fees appropriate. Providers with reported
student numbers in the bottom two quartiles reported similar responses. This suggests that Providers
in the bottom two quartiles do not experience a higher burden as a result of fees.
There are no statistically significant differences between the smaller and the larger jurisdictions with
regard to initial application and renewal fees, but 55% of prov iders in larger jurisdictions consider
change of scope fees reasonable, falling to 39% in small jurisdictions. ASQA considers it is highly likely
that the lower percentage rate of smaller jurisdictions considering ASQA’s fees to be reasonable is due
to their historical comparison with fees that were charged by their former regulators.
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Prov iders in small jurisdictions are less likely to cite ASQA fees as a reason for removing units of
scope. Instead, 50% of small state providers identify a lack of student or industry demand as a reason
for remov ing units of scope. Additionally, small state providers are less likely to have had any students
enrolled in a unit for the twelv e months prior to removing the unit from scope than Providers from
larger jurisdictions.
The consideration of ASQA’s costs and fees highlighted several points to note:


If full cost recovery is interpreted to mean 100 per cent of costs, this cannot be achieved under the
Australian Government Cost Recovery Guidelines. PwC observed that going forward the marginal
cost of understanding ASQA’s cost structures, in order to support fee based full cost recovery,
would likely be disproportionate to the revenue that would be generated. Further, under a fee
based model, as an organisation moves toward full cost recovery there comes a point at which the
organisation would have to incur costs driven only by the need to support a higher level of cost
recovery. ASQA is not at this point at this stage, however moving to a higher level of cost recovery
would require inv estment in sy stems that support efficient and effective regulation and clearer
articulation of costs, but these systems are not currently in place.



ASQA’s costing approach was appropriate when initially developed. If, in the future a higher lev el
of cost recovery is required, examination of fees should be undertaken at that point in time, and
consideration given to ASQA’s operations and av ailable data to support any proposed changes.

ASQA is mov ing towards a more ‘responsive’ approach to regulation which should go some way to
addressing the themes outlined above, and increase the operational effectiv eness of the regulator. In
response to the crises ex perienced within the V ET sector in 2009, ASQA was established to focus
largely on what the PwC would describe as Entry Control regulatory activities (initial registration and
change of scope). As the sector has matured, there may be potential to progress toward a more
responsive model of regulation. For instance, ASQA could consider:


Shifting the balance of regulation more toward m onitoring and compliance. Moving
the focus of regulation of the sector from entry control, where providers are regulated as they enter
the market or commence offering new services within the market, towards a model where the
quality of outcomes produced by a regulated organisation is assessed and monitored on an ongoing
basis.



T ransitioning to an outputs based regulatory focus. Australia’s V ET sy stem is based on the
achiev ement of competencies as determined by assessment. While entry control will always be
important, refocusing ASQA’s effort toward the monitoring of the key output (assessment) helps to
ensure a high quality V ET sector. This will require a fundamentally different approach to
regulation, and ASQA will need to dev elop a model for assessing quality to enable it to determine
output quality on a per Provider basis. This will also require significant legislative change, and
changes to the Standards to be agreed with the Ministerial Council and COAG. The benefit of this
approach is that it will reduce the focus on Providers’ processes, and more closely align the
regulatory process with the desired outcome. In turn this should result in a significant
improv ement in the delivery of ASQA’s regulatory objectives. This reflects best practice trends in
gov ernment regulation, and also aligns with models of economically efficient re gulation.



Enabling some providers to self assess som e applications. Enabling some Providers to
self assess some ty pes of applications, for example change of scope applications, would
significantly reduce the number of applications processed by ASQA, and r educe the regulatory
burden on those providers. However, if this approach were to be adopted, care would need to be
paid to: random sampling of the Prov iders’ self-assessments to ensure they remain compliant;
design of the risk model and profile for select ion; and appropriate changes made to the fee
instrument to ensure that the cost of ASQA operating this arrangement could be recovered.

ASQA has established a strong base of support in the Provider community. However, there are
significant opportunities to improve processes, transparency and audit efficiency and effectiveness by
implementing improvements to ICT sy stems and communications channels. Achieving these
improv ements will reduce direct and indirect costs for both ASQA and Prov iders, and in the long term,
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should driv e down the overall regulatory effort required by ASQA to oversee the sector and lessen the
regulatory burden on Providers.
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Summary of Findings
The table below sets out the main findings of the rev iew, identifies responsibility for the finding and notes any rectificati on measures ASQA has underway to
address the finding (as adv ised by ASQA). Of particular note is the use of ‘Gov ernments’ in the ac countability column. ASQA has been created in response to a
COAG initiativ e, and no one government has unilateral control over ASQA’s operations. As a result, where government action is required, the word
‘Gov ernments’ has been used to identify that Federal, State and Territory governments will need to collaborate on the issue. Where responsibility is assigned
to ASQA, that issue can be progressed immediately without substantial additional funding.
No priority has been ascribed to the individual finding in the table below. However as outlined in the Ex ecutive Summary above there are six themes
pertaining to the efficiency and effectiveness of ASQA, and the findings support the themes. Giv en the themes, findings 1 , 6, 8, 1 2, 17 and 1 9 are particularly
important to consider and address, and hav e the potential to deliver the highest value to ASQA and the sector.
Finding
Num ber

Finding

Accountability

Response prov ided by ASQA

T echnology
1

ASQA is not fully supported by an endto-end technology solution to deliver its
regulatory activities.




Gov ernments
ASQA

2

ASQA’s current shared services
arrangement is not meeting some of its
needs or future technology direction.




ASQA
Gov ernments

3

PwC

ASQA does not hav e a single source of
truth that holds all content and records
related to interactions with providers.






ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS
ICT transformation. Some additional funding will need to
be secured if the transformation is to achieve its full
potential.



ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS
ICT transformation. Some additional funding will need to
be secured if the transformation is to achieve its full
potential.



ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS
ICT transformation. Some additional funding will need to
be secured if the transformation is to achieve its full
potential.

Gov ernments
ASQA
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Finding
Num ber

Finding

Accountability

Response prov ided by ASQA

Process

4

Processes across ASQA Risk and ASQA
Compliance teams are not fully aligned
or integrated to a single v iew that shows
both business units’ planned activities
and outstanding applications for each
Prov ider.



ASQA

5

Many processes are manual - process
automation opportunities are y et to be
fully realised across the organisation.




Gov ernments
ASQA

6

No comprehensive end-to-end quality
management sy stem and cross checking
across all regulatory processes and
offices.



ASQA

7

No formal process for providing and
utilising feedback on compliance
outcomes to the Risk team for v alidation
of and incorporation into the risk model,
rather than solely incorporating into an
indiv idual risk profile.



ASQA

8

No process for providing comprehensive
capture of causes of initial noncompliance and providing this feedback
on common ty pes and v olumes of initial
non-compliance that may be driven by a
misinterpretation of an area of the NV R
Standards (201 2) or training packages.





ASQA
NSSC
ISCs

PwC



ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS
ICT transformation. Some additional funding will need to
be secured if the transformation is to achieve its full
potential.



ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS
ICT transformation. Some additional funding will need to
be secured if the transformation is to achieve its full
potential.



Interim quality management system arrangements are
due to be operationalised in Jan 201 5 ahead of a full end to-end QMS ex pected to be provided by NIMBUS.



NIMBUS will formalize this data capture and provide an
automated feedback loop.



ASQA makes av ailable some reporting about the causes of
non-compliance with the ISCs. This is an area that needs
stronger development.
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Finding
Num ber

Finding
There is currently no participant in the
regulatory architecture clearly identified
as being responsible for issuing guidance
and rulings about the interpretation of
the rules.

9

Accountability

Response prov ided by ASQA





Not applicable.



ASQA has effectiv ely managed previous application surges
by establishing strike teams drawn from resources within
other ASQA teams. This approach was effective in
eliminating the backlog in risk application processing
ex perienced in the first half of 201 3.



The ty pe of skill set required to risk assess applications is
not readily available externally.



ASQA has implemented improved processes to include an
early warning reporting system to forecast application
surges and will continue to manage any future surges
within ex isting resources.



Staffing limitations reflect ASQA’s budget and
commitments under the Transitional Provisions Act to
offer positions to state and territory employees.



ASQA’s ex isting inv estigations staff are undergoing
further formal training in inv estigations.



The issue of the lack of data analy sis will be addressed
through improved reporting capacity if NIMBUS and the
introduction of total V ET activity data is implemented.

Gov ernments

People

10

11

PwC

ASQA does not hav e an ex ternal
arrangement to secure short term
resources to support the Risk team
without impacting business as usual
operations within the rest of the
organisation. Providers and ASQA hav e
both noted that demand for change of
scope is unev enly spread across the year.
Surge capacity to address peaks could
operate in a similar approach to the
panel auditor’s arrangement.
Human Capital planning is a continuing
issue for ASQA. ASQA has been unable
to fill the shortage of formal
inv estigative, evidence management and
interv iew skills in the inv estigations
team and across the broader
organisation. Skills deficiencies have
also been identified in the audit practice,
and a number of recruitment challenges
impact the resourcing of ASQA’s
regulatory functions. Additionally, ASQA
does not hav e a data analy tics capability
within ICT and Risk teams. This requires
a fusion of skills across both teams.





ASQA

ASQA
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Finding
Num ber

Finding

12

ASQA line managers identified skills
deficiencies within their staff,
particularly in the Investigations team
and for dealing with complex ESOS Act
matters. Combined with ASQA’s training
ASQA may need to update its skill
programs to identify and correct skills
issues within its staff members,
particularly for complex or unusual
matters.

13

ASQA does not hav e an effective holistic
management reporting capability to
enable the use of effectiv e individual
KPIs. ASQA may need to be
complemented with complete
timesheeting to generate improved effort
measures.

Accountability





Response prov ided by ASQA



ASQA has a training program in place which is linked to
its performance appraisal system. ASQA will launch a new
and more fully integrated iteration of this program, the
Learning and Dev elopment Framework, by June 2014.



ASQA has introduced limited timesheeting and
rudimentary KPIs for compliance staff. It plans to
introduce more detailed KPIs following implementation of
NIMBUS and the quality management system.



ASQA made an ex press decision to not impose additional
data collection requirements on the sector for the sole
purpose of making Risk Assessments, and is comfortable
with the ex isting timeline for introduction of the Total
V ET Activity data.



Additional scope for the NIMBUS program may be
required, but also depends on availability of more
complete data about providers.

ASQA

ASQA

Gov ernance

14

PwC

ASQA lacks sufficient data to implement
a fully effective risk based regulation
regime. The Federal Gov ernment may
wish to pursue options to bring forward
the total V ET activ ity data collection,
and ASQA may pursue other
opportunities for data capture.




Federal Gov ernment
ASQA
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Finding
Num ber

15

16

Finding

ASQA, State, Territory and Federal
regulators do not have a comprehensive
arrangement to share information about
their regulatory findings (e.g. the
Prov ider of the education of indiv iduals
or businesses identified as in breach of
their regulatory requirements). This
information would be a powerful input
to a risk based regulation regime.

ASQA needs additional sy stems support
and process work to establish an internal
framework for the receipt, storage,
protection and use of information from
formal (other government organisations,
regulators, etc) and informal (citizens,
professional contacts of staff)
intelligence.
Additionally, ASQA may need additional
legal adv ice on how to most effectively
receipt, store, protect and use this
information.

Accountability





Gov ernments
Other regulators
ASQA




ASQA
Gov ernments



Other parties inv olved
in sharing information

Response prov ided by ASQA


ASQA is required to report certain information relating to
regulatory breaches and also reports this information to
the NSSC.



ASQA has in place 36 MOUs with v arious sector
stakeholders, including 1 6 with Commonwealth and State
regulators. Negotiations are currently underway with a
range of other State and Commonwealth regulators.



ASQA has commenced a project to identify the intelligence
sources most v aluable to ASQA’s ongoing risk approach
that will guide the dev elopment of further MOUs with
regulators.



On the 3 r d of March 201 4, ASQA approved an Information
Sharing Policy which details the information that can be
shared with ex ternal bodies under the NV R and ESOS
Acts.



On the 3 r d of March 201 4, ASQA approved an Information
Sharing Policy which details the information that can be
shared with ex ternal bodies under the NV R and ESOS
Acts.



It is possible that specific provisions in the NV R Act might
be required or further agreements struck regarding the
protection and use of intelligence in a manner which
facilitates the regulatory approach while respecting the
rights of market participants.

The ability to use this information would
assist in proactively targeting noncompliant providers.
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Finding
Num ber

Finding

Accountability

17

The ESOS and NV R Acts impose
inconsistent requirements on ASQA and
prov iders. Government may wish to
undertake a rev iew of the ESOS and
NV R Acts, with a v iew to aligning the
regulatory processes and requirements,
reducing red tape for business and
ASQA’s ov erheads.

18

ASQA does not hav e a consistent
approach to business improvement
opportunities across the organisation,
gov ernance, approvals, or project
management.



ASQA

19

ASQA does not hav e a CAPEX budget.



Gov ernments

20

PwC

ASQA’s operating model incorporates
significant spans of control for senior
ex ecutives (Commissioners and SES),
high lev els of ex ecutive level staff
compared to a selection of other
regulators, some siloing of business
operations, significant geographic
dispersal and resulting c hallenges in
relation to clear lines of responsibility
for monitoring operations. These
inferences can be drawn based on review
and consideration of the material
prov ided by ASQA, as well consideration
of outcomes from meetings with staff,
surv ey results, and analysis against best
practice.

Response prov ided by ASQA







Gov ernments



ASQA has raised harmonisation of the Acts with
gov ernment.
Gov ernment has agreed with the findings of the rev iew of
higher education regulation which proposed
harmonisation and ASQA understands that this work is in
dev elopment.



ASQA has implemented a number of cross-agency
improv ement projects and has multiple cross-agency
committees, but does not hav e a formal program
management office structure or equivalent in place.



ASQA has raised this issue and has obtained one time
CAPEX funding in the last fiscal y ear.



ASQA regulates a unique market and has structured the
organisation according to regulatory needs.



There are some legacy issues regarding transition
arrangements with former state and territory jurisdictions
and the numbers of EL1 auditor staff who were part of that
transition. However, ASQA believes that there is a
requirement for EL1 auditors given the nature of complex
auditing. The work lev el standards of these roles have
been v alidated by both the Commonwealth and specialist
remuneration consultants.



ASQA has established a range of cross-agency committees
and strategic projects to minimise any impact of siloing
and functional separations.

Gov ernments
ASQA
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ASQA’s partly automated billing
processes create organisational
inefficiencies. An automated billing
arrangement may reduce the number of
Finance FTEs, decrease manual
processing and enable fines to be
administered effectively.



ASQA



Shared serv ices
prov ider



xv

ICT transformation – ASQA has implemented a billing
module as an interim solution ahead of NIMBUS
implementation. This capability will be further enhanced
with the NIMBUS program.

Glossary
T erm/Phrase

Definition

AAT

Adm inistrative Appeals Tribunal

ABS SCH

Australian Bureau of Statistics Statistical Clearing House

ASQA

Australian Skills Quality Authority

ASQA Com pliance

ASQA Com pliance Team

ASQA HR

ASQA Human Resource Team

ASQA Investigations

ASQA Legal & Investigations Team

ASQA Risk

ASQA Risk Team

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

COAG

Council of Australian Governments

CRICOS

Com m onwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Students

CRIS

Cost Recov ery Im pact Statement

EL

Executive Level

ELICOS

English Language Intensive Courses for Overseas Students

ESOS Act

Education Services for Ov erseas Students Act 2 000

FTE

Full-time Equivalent

FVA

Financial Viability Assessment

ICT

Inform ation Communication Technology

ISC

Industry Skills Council
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T erm/Phrase

Definition

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

NSSC

National Skills Standards Council

NVR Act

National Vocational Education and Training Regulator Act 2 011

PwC

PricewaterhouseCoopers

RFQ

Request for Quotation

RTO

Registered Training Organisation

Rules

Where the report references ‘rules or rules setting’ (whichever is applicable), it is
intended to refer to both the NVR Registered Training Organisations Standards (2012)
and training packages or relevant regulatory arrangements

SES

Senior Executive Service

SCOTESE

Standing Council on Tertiary Education, Skills and Em ployment

TAC

Training Accreditation Council

TAFE

Technical and Further Education

The Guidelines

Com m onwealth Cost Recov ery Guidelines

VET

Vocational Education and Training

VRQA

Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority
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Scope of the review

1.1

Background to the review

In June 201 3, the Standing Council for Tertiary Education, Skills and Employ ment (SCOTESE)
decided that an independent process review be undertaken of ASQA prior to any further decision
regarding ASQA’s fees. This rev iew was to be undertaken in ASQA’s curr ent context and was to
consider the efficiency and effectiveness of its current regulatory approach and how this can be
optimised over time.
PwC was engaged to undertake the review following agreement from the Reference Committee, a
group of senior officials established to oversee the review, and report to the National Senior Officials
Committee on behalf of SCOTESE. The Reference Committee comprises officials from four states and
territories and the Commonwealth.

1.2

Scope of the review

The rev iew was to consider:


ASQA’s purpose, the requirements of its gov erning legislation, the National V ocational Education
and Training Regulator Act 2011 (NV R Act) and intersections with ASQA’s roles under the
Education Services for Overseas Students Act 2000 (ESOS Act);



ASQA’s current approach to regulation;



the efficiency and effectiveness of that approach in the context of the regulator’s role in
safeguarding the quality of the V ET sy stem;



the context in which ASQA operates including;
– ASQA has been operating since July 2011 with high service levels necessary to establish and
embed the regulator in the V ET regulatory landscape,
– ASQA is more than two y ears into a fiv e y ear cycle for renewal of all Provider registrations. It is
ex pected that the end of that cy cle will pro vide the regulator with a fuller picture of the sector
and assist with better targeting the regulator’s efforts after that time,
– the Australian Government’s agenda for reducing red tape, supporting small business and
growing the economy,



the impact on RTOs of ASQA’s approach and processes, in particular small business RTOs;



any identified processes that are not aligned with adding v alue to the quality of the V ET sy stem;



whether there are any technical barriers, for example information technology systems or
legislation, that impede ASQA from delivering more efficient regulation;



options for improving efficiency and effectiveness; and



comparable effective regulatory business processes, for ex ample, childcare, health and higher
education.

The rev iew was to make findings in respect of:


how ASQA’s processes may be improved to lead to more efficient and effective regulation, while
mindful of the regulator’s customer service obligations to RTOs; and

PwC
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broad options for future improvement of processes.

The rev iew was to demonstrate a clear line of sight between costs and fees and consider efficiency and
effectiv eness in an env ironment of limiting cost while maintaining adequate safeguards over quality.
A focus was also placed on the impact of ex isting processes on sma ll businesses within the V ET sector
and the identification of processes that do not add v alue to the sector. Terms of Reference for the
rev iew are in Appendix B.

1.3

Structure of the report

The rev iew was structured so as to provide a report outlining:


The efficiency and effectiveness of current ASQA processes in regulating and safeguarding the
quality of the V ET sector



Observ ations about current business and process issues



Areas for improvement



An ov erview of the Provider survey results



The relationship between the provision of regulatory services, their cost and fees charged.

To deliv er this, PwC conducted an assessment of ASQA’s current operations against the four main
areas of regulatory responsibility which ASQA must deliver under the NV R Act. Thes e regulatory
responsibilities comprise:


Registration of training providers under the NV R Act



Change of scope of registration



Ensuring compliance with the V ET Quality Framework



Accreditation of courses.

The report provides findings addressing opportunities to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
the V ET regulatory environment in relation to:


ASQA’s current business processes – ASQA’s processes were analysed via interviews with staff,
rev iew of business process maps, strategic plans, internal documents and other material provided
by ASQA, dev elopment of an effort activity survey and analysis of the data provided by ASQA staff,
consideration of the wider impact of ASQA business processes on the Provider community through
analy sis of the results from the Provider survey.



The ev olution of the future of V ET regulatory approach – These findings were sy nthesised from a
rev iew of best practice models from other Australian and ov erseas regulators, ASQA’s strategic
planning documentation and academic literature.



Gov ernance, structure, process and technology improvements – These elements of ASQA’s
operations were analysed using ex pert input, analysis of ex isting technology platforms, ICT market
research and corporate services benchmarking conducted against information sourced from other
Australian Public Service Agencies.

PwC
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1.4

Scope Exclusions

The scope of this rev iew did not include:


A detailed review of the ex isting cost recovery arrangements



Any form of audit or assurance of the CRIS or cost recovery model



Financial modelling for revenue forecasting



Pricing or fee design



V alidation or v erification of data supplied by ASQA



V alidation or v erification of claims made by providers.



Analy sis of ASQA’s impact on the V ET sector or the VET sector’s short/long term p rospects.

The rev iew relied on information available at the time the fieldwork was conducted and the accuracy
and integrity of data provided to PwC by ASQA . The fact finding component of the review was
completed in December 2013. Accordingly this analysis should be considered ‘point in time’ in the
context of a number of continuous improvement initiatives that ASQA is undertaking.

PwC
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2 Approach to the review
The process review was structured to address all requirements outlined in the Request for Quotation
(RFQ) and designed to work collaboratively with all key stakeholders throughout the engagement.
Key stakeholders included the Reference Committee as the representatives of SCOTESE, state and
territory governments, the Department of Industry, ASQA, RTOs and Peak Bodies. A tailored
approach to the engagement ensured that all key objectives were met throughout the review.
Four key phases underpinned the approach to this engagement:


Planning



Current state assessment



Reporting



Presentation.

The initial focus was centred on obtaining and understanding the relevant information in order to
dev elop an in-depth review of the current state of ASQA. This information was used in conjunction
with PwC’s ex isting knowledge and expertise to identify opportunit ies for improvement and nex t
steps.
The timeline below outlines the key milestones throughout the review.
Figure 1 Milestones

Figure 3 below outlines PwC’s four phased approach to the review.
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Figure 2 Approach and timeline

Week 1

Week 2

18 - Nov

25- Nov

Week 3 – Week 12
Mar 2014

Phase 1: Planning
Initial
Briefing

Planning
Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phase 2: Current State Assessment
Project kick-off meeting
Confirm project plan, scope and outcomes
Stakeholder mapping
Develop and circulate surveys
ASQA consultations
Project Director, Project Manager and
Project Analyst: Conduct stakeholder
consultation in Brisbane and Melbourne

Cost Modelling
Activities:
•
•

Analysis
Activities:

Review governance, structure, process and
technology
Assess current cost model

Review,
governance,
structure, process
and technology
Gather and collate
survey response
data

•

•

Phase 3: Reporting
Draft
Report

Process Mapping
Activities:
•

Append 2

nd

level processes
Formulate
Activities:
Formulate findings
Prepare draft report
Conduct workshop

•
•
•

Phase 4: Presentation
Present

Dept. of
Industry
Final Report

Activities:
•
•
•

Ongoing Communication
Ongoing Quality Assurance
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Incorporate feedback into final report
Present final report to Department of
Industry
Present final report to Steering
Committee

NSOC
Final
Report

Standing
Council
Final
Report
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2.1

Evaluation methodology framework

Correctly understanding and analysing ASQA’s current business operations was critical to the review’s
success. To ensure the effectiveness of the rev iew, ASQA was ev aluated giving consideration to the
regulatory architecture that underpins public sector regulatory v alu e chains. The public sector
regulatory v alue chain is based on PwC’s ex perience and academic models of public sector regulation.

Regulatory Value Chain

Legislative
& Advisory

• State Governments
• Territory
Governments
• Federal
Government

Governance

• ASQA

ASQA

Regulatory participants

Figure 3 Regulatory architecture
• NSSC: Advises on
training standards
• Ministerial Council:
Approves standards
• Federal Minister:
Issues Legislative
instruments
• ISCs: develops
Training Packages

• NSSC
• ISCs

Entry
Control

Standards*

• ASQA: Provides
feedback to NSSCs/
ISCs about standards
effectiveness
• ‘Standards’ in this
usage comprises all
rules and associated
material that are used
in regulation

• State and territory
Government
• Federal
Government

• ASQA

Education
& Training

• ASQA: ASQA
currently does not
have a formalised
role or funding in
this capacity

Monitoring
& Compliance

• ASQA

Enforcement

• ASQA

Registered Training Organisations

The core components of the regulatory architecture typically comprise six key elements:
1

Gov ernance – management of the regulatory activities, for instance: government and public
reporting, provision of ministerial advice and other oversight activities.
ASQA has div erse governance responsibilities, reflecting its role as a regulator using delegated
powers from the States and Territories.

2

Standards – creation of regulatory standards. This process is typically performed by a third
party with assistance and support from the regulator. This process is typically supported by
the issuance of guidance and public rulings by the regulator w here the standards are unclear.
[*In the PwC regulatory architecture illustrated in Figure 3 abov e, Standards is used to refer to
any rules that apply in a regulatory context. Howev er, because standards has a specific
meaning in the V ET context, later in the report where it refers to the NV R Registered Training
Organisations Standards (2012) the term ‘Standards’ (capitalised) is used and where the
report talks about ‘rules or rules setting’ (whichever is applicable), it is intended to refer to
both the NV R Registered Training Organisations Standards (2012) and training packages or
relev ant regulatory arrangements.]
ASQA has a lesser role in issuing guidance about the rules than comparable regulators – this
process is partly performed by the NSSC and ISCs, but there is no clear responsibility for
issuing guidance and public rulings. This has an impact on ASQA’s operations.

3

Entry Control – issuing licences and certifications, assessing applications, registration of
goods or services that enable a regulated organisation to operate in a new market segment.
For ASQA this function occupies the majority of its operational activity in processing initial
applications and scope of registration changes. These are the activities that giv e a regulated
organisation (a provider) access to the market (v ia registration to operate), or approval to
prov ide new units of competency of qualification (v ia a change of scope application)

PwC
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4

Education and Training – education, advice and training for the regulated community.
ASQA relies on its website as its primary communications channel, sup ported by the ASQA
Infoline. A series of Provider workshops were held as part of the launch of ASQA, and further
workshops with Providers are planned for the nex t release of the NV R Registered Training
Organisations Standards (2012).

5

Monitoring and Compliance – monitoring of the regulated community to ensure
compliance through surveillance, audits and compliance processes.
In response to the crises experienced within the V ET sector in 2009, ASQA was specifically
established to focus largely on Entry Control regulatory activities (being initial registration and
change of scope). As a regulated sector matures it is possible to reassess the mix of regulatory
activ ities toward monitoring and compliance. The ex perience of other regulatory agencies
indicates that efficiencies are gained, and greater returns achieved, when effort is focussed on
monitoring and compliance activities. There are two drivers for this efficiency. ASQA
undertakes a number of monitoring and compliance activities, including:


Renewal of Registration



Compliance Monitoring Audits



Strategic Rev iews



Complaints inv estigations

Firstly , until a member of the regulated community has an opportunity to offer services, they
hav e not had a chance to be non-compliant. Secondly, until services are offe red, the regulator
has not had an opportunity to assess the quality of the regulated entity’s service delivery. It
should be noted that entry control should always continue to be a core regulatory activity, and
in the case of the V ET sector any change need s to consider the time required to develop a
comprehensive understanding and assessment of the quality of out comes across the sector to be
achiev ed.
6

Enforcement – issuing administrative, civil or criminal sanctions for breaches of the
regulatory requirements.
Enforcement can either be a specialist function within the organisation or an operational duty
of monitoring and compliance staff. ASQA currently has a specialist inv estigative section.

2.1.1

Supporting evidentiary processes

To enhance the evaluation the review also undertook a range of ev idence gathering activities. These
included:


process maturity assessment



surv eys of ASQA staff - activ ity effort estimation survey



surv eys of Providers



consultations with Peak Bodies



face to face and interv iews with ASQA staff, and



consideration of the ‘line of sight’ between ASQA’s costs and fees.

PwC
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Process Maturity Assessment
Giv en ASQA’s position as a national V ET regulator, PwC could not identify any directly comparable
regulatory organisations against which to assess A SQA. PwC selected two alternative assessment
approaches to inform its understanding of ASQA’s capability. Specifically:


ASQA’s corporate services functions are relatively generic and can be compared to other
organisations and were benchmarked against comparable agencies;



A n assessment was conducted in relation to ASQA’s regulatory functions where direct comparisons
with Australian regulatory organisations do not exist due to the unique nature of ASQA’s scope.
This was supplemented with ex perience from other comparable public sector organisations.

A process maturity assessment enables identification of pain points within the business and assists
staff to identify and raise shortcomings in their day to day experience. In the current case, we have
supplemented this with ex perience from other organisations to identify areas for improvement that
may not be ev ident to internal stakeholders.
As with all business processes, the objective is to ensure that there is a documented, repeatable,
automated process that can be measured and m anaged by the organisation. The final stage of process
ex cellence is the implementation and utilisation of a continuous improvement process to ensure that
improv ement opportunities are identified and incorporated into the process on an ongoing basis.
To prov ide an independent assessment of the maturity of ASQA’s processes against the desired state,
PwC lev eraged best practice methodology in dev eloping a maturity framework. The framework, agreed
with the Department of Industry and endorsed by the Reference Committee, was designed to measure
and assess the maturity of key ASQA business processes. Dimensions of the process maturity
framework included:


Is the process fully documented, or is it person dependent?



What is the lev el of coverage of the process? Are all relevant transactions covered by the process?
What percentage fall outside of it?



Can the process outcomes be effectively measured by the organisation?



Is the process efficient? What automation is deployed? How much more automation could be
deployed?



What is the continuous improvement framework?

Some challenges were experienced in this activity due to reliance on summary business process maps
prov ided by ASQA as part of the background briefing pack in dev eloping the assessment tool.
Subsequently it was identified that more detailed process maps could hav e been made available, but
these were not included in the background briefing. The outputs of this activity were used to inform
the observations in Section 4.

Surveys
Staff and Prov ider surveys were a critical tool used during the review. Giv en the short timeframe for
this project this tool was used to max imise the efficiency of information gathering.
Two surv eys were undertaken as part of the information gathering ex ercise:
1

PwC

ASQA Staff Effort Estim ation – ASQA managerial staff were consulted to obtain effort
estimates of the time taken to complete key processes. This assisted PwC to determine the
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maturity of ASQA’s business processes and was conducted after the business processes were
identified.
Prov ider Surv ey 3 – This surv ey was sent to a randomly selected representative sample of
prov iders who have had, or are in the process of hav ing, an interaction with ASQA. Its purpose
was to assist in determining the efficiency and effectiveness of ASQA's processes and
engagements and identify potential opportunities for process improvement and automation.

2

Giv en the purpose of the survey was to understand the impact of ASQA’s processes on providers, any
prov iders who have had no interaction with ASQA were excluded from the survey. Similarly, it was
agreed by PwC and the Reference Committee that a small number of providers who were in legal
actions with ASQA at the time should not be included in order to ensure that this process in no way
interfered with those legal actions.

ASQA staff consultations
A series of meetings, interviews and workshops were conducted with ASQA staff, including:


One-on-one meetings with all Commissioners, and a second follow -up interview with the Chief
Commissioner towards the end of the rev iew.



Interviews with all National Managers, geographical team leads and a number of other team leads
(communications, complaints, inv estigations, legal)



Interviews with the ASQA corporate services leads (Finance, HR, Gov ernance)



Workshops with the cost recovery team to consider the cost recovery model.

A complete list of all interv iews conducted during the review is attached in Appendix A .

Consideration of the line of sight between ASQA’s costs and fees
In order to consider the line of sight between ASQA’s cost and fees, PwC ex amined ASQA’s cost
recovery operations, including its fee structure. PwC has drawn from:


ASQA internal briefings notes



Current ASQA Pricing Model and the 201 3 Cost Recovery Impact Statement (with transitional
arrangements)



Applicable legislation



The Department of Finance Cost Recovery Guidelines.

3 The RTO sur veys were consistent with the requirements set out under the A ustralian Bureau of Statistics Statistical Clearing House (SCH). The
SCH w as established to minimise the b urden of Australian Government surveys on b usinesses b y reducing survey duplication and ensuring
that proposed b usiness survey methods and questionnaire designs are fit for purpose
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3 ASQA and the VET Sector
It is important when considering this review to understand both the process of ASQA’s creation and
the broad and v aried nature of the sector. Both of these hav e significant critical impact on the current
state of ASQA’s operations and impose limitations on ASQA’s future direction as a regul ator. Of
particular note:


ASQA is a relativ ely new organisation. Due to both the short timeframe and funding constraints
when the task force was established, limited ICT sy stems and process frameworks were embedded
impacting ASQA’s operations and restricting its ability to achieve optimal efficiency.



The V ET sy stem itself is highly dispersed compared to many other regulated industries. Compared
to other regulators such as the Civ il Av iation Authority or the Therapeutic Goods Administration
who regulate heavily consolidated industries, ASQA regulates a sy stem with a ‘long tail’ of small
prov iders.

These two limitations are discussed in further detail below.

3.1

Background to ASQA

In December 2009, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed to a model for national
regulation for the V ET sector that would comprise a national re gulator and a separate standards
setting council. There was a clear need for V ET to hav e a more effective, consistent and transparent
regulatory system. This decision followed concerns raised about poor quality providers operating in
the training sy stem, highlighting the need to improve the quality of regulation in V ET to maintain
confidence both domestically and internationally. Moreover, the previous approach to V ET regulation,
encompassed 8 different V ET regulators.
2009 saw the collapse of a number of training providers delivering to overseas students particularly in
New South Wales and V ictoria. The Productivity Commission said in 2011 that “the national
standards for the registration and auditing of RTOs should be more rigorously enforced by
vocational education and training regulators to ensure quality and consistency in course delivery
and learner outcomes”4.
In February 2011, COAG established the Intergovernmental Agreement for Regulatory Reform of
V ocational Education and Training. This agreement provided the framework to establish national
V ET regulation, including the establishment of the national V ET regulator and the National Skills
Standards Council. ASQA was established on 1 July 2011 by the enactment of the NV R Act and
supplementary legislation.
ASQA commenced operations as the new V ET regulator on 1 July 2011 with jurisdiction over all RTOs
in New South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory, as well as those in
V ictoria and Western Australia that operate in referring states/territories or offer courses to overseas
students. Tasmania, South Australia and Queensland referred powers and joined the national system
of regulation on 1 5 February 2012, 26 March 2012 and 29 June 2012; respectively. 5
ASQA currently has 202 staff and offices in ev ery Australian capital city .

4 Pr oduc tivity Commission (2011) I nq uiry Report – Aged Care Reform
5 Pr oduc tivity Commission Study (201 1) Impacts of COAG Reform s – business regulation, and vocational education and training and
trans itions from school
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3.2

ASQA’s operations to date

ASQA has prov ided the following information about its operations to date. Between 1 July 2011 and 31
December 2013, ASQA received a total of 17 ,542 applications. These comprise applications for initial
registration, renewal of registration, change of scope and withdrawal of registration. As at 31
December 2013, ASQA had completed 16,556 (94.4%) of these applications. Of the total number of
completed applications, A SQA:


approved 15,340 applications (92.7 %) – As of September 2013 these broke down as follows: 4%
Initial Registration applications, 9% Renewal of Registration applications and 87 % Change of
Scope of applications



rejected 541 applications (3.3 %)



67 5 applications were withdrawn (4.1 %).

ASQA has refused more than 7 % of applications from existing providers to re -register, and refused
more than 1 7 % of applications from organisations seeking to establish a new provider.
The majority of ASQA ’s audits relate to the processing of registration applications. However, ASQA
also undertakes many non-application based audits. As at 31 December 2013 ASQA had completed
2,858 audits. These related to:


87 9 change of scope applications (30.8%)



7 31 renewal of registration applications (25.6%)



47 0 initial registration applications (16.4%)



249 ev idence reviews (8.7 %)



232 post-initial audits (8.1%)



227 compliance audits (7 .9%)



68 Strategic Review Audits (2.4%)



2 reassessment evidence reviews (0.1%).

A high lev el of non-compliance has been observed in the sector. At initial audit (or point of audit) ,
ASQA has found that:


21 .1 % of RTOs were fully compliant



7 8.9% of RTOs had at least one non-compliance

As part of the audit process, RTOs are prov ided with an opportunity to rectify issues identified. After
rectification, ASQA has adv ised that:


7 5.5% of RTOs were fully compliant



24.5% of RTOs hav e at least one non-compliance

As a result of these audit and compliance activities ASQA has issued 268 written notices to cancel or
suspend registration, and made 1 02 decisions to cancel or suspend registration. ASQA has refused to
renew registration of 1 04 RTOs that it regulates. These decisions have affected a total of 27 4
indiv idual RTOs (giv en an RTO can hav e more than one decision made against it).
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As a result of these audit and compliance activities ASQA has issued 268 written notices to cancel or
suspend registration, and made 1 02 actual decisions to cancel or suspend registration. ASQA has
refused to renew registration of 1 04 RTOs that it regulates. These decisions have affected a total of 27 4
indiv idual RTOs (giv en an RTO can hav e more than one decision made against it). As a result 1 02 of
these 27 4 individual RTOs no longer hav e an “Active” status on ASQA’s registration database
(ASQAnet).
In addition to deliv ering its core regulatory processes, ASQA undertakes a number of strategic
rev iews. ASQA undertook three Strategic Reviews in 201 2-13 in relation to:


Training for aged and community care in Australia



Training for the White Card for Australia’s Construction Industry



Marketing and adv ertising of Australia’s registered training organisations.

The reports for the three reviews were released on 1 6 December 2013 and indicated sy stemic issues
with training. In total, the three reviews made 24 recommendations. Some of these recommendations
propose ASQA take certain actions in carrying out its regulatory functions and other
recommendations involve stakeholders in the V ET sector implementing changes. ASQA is
progressively implementing the reviews’ recommendations and is working closely with the relevant
stakeholders. ASQA’s 2014 Strategic Rev iew program was announced in January 2014 and
preliminary planning has commenced. These Strategic Rev iews will be in relation to:


Training for child care and early childhood learning



Training for horse riding



Training for the security industry.

3.3

Overview of the VET Sector

V ocational education and training (V ET) enables students to gain qualifications for a v ariety of ty pes
of employment, as well as specific skills to help them in the workplace. The providers of V ET include:


Technical and further education (TAFE) institutes



Adult and community education providers and agricultural colleges



Priv ate providers



Community organisations



Industry skill centres



Commercial and enterprise training providers, and



Some univ ersities and schools also provide V ET. 6

The following section provides an overview of the V ET sector in Australia to better position the role of
ASQA within the wider economic context.

6 Commonw eal th Government Australian Skills Quality A uthority: “A ustralia’s VET sector”, W eb: http://w ww.asqa.gov .au/ab out-vet/australiasv et -sec tor.html
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3.3.1 Structure of the VET sector in Australia
Australia’s V ET sector is not just broad in terms of the ty pe of education it delivers, but also the v aried
profile of its members. 7 According to ABS statistics, there were 8,401 businesses operating in the
Technical and V ocational Education and Training industry at the end of the 201 2 financial year. 8
ASQA and training.gov.au list approximately 4,7 00 V ET providers . There are two primary reasons for
this difference. A significant proportion of the industry e ither operates outside of the national
recognised training framework, or delivers under partnership, joint ventures, consortia or
subcontracting arrangements with a registered training provider.
ABS statistics show the number of V ET prov iders registered w ith ASQA at 3,948, with 7 77 registered
under the remaining V ictorian and Western Australian bodies, and 484 registered as CRICOS
prov iders. 9 1 0 It is important to note that in many cases, for administrative reasons, a single legal
entity registers on behalf of sev eral businesses. In preparing these statistics, the definition of activity
81 01 “Technical and V ocational Education and Training” drawn from the “Australian and New
Zealand Standard Industrial Classiﬁcation” 2006 has been relied upon. The definition is as follows:
“This class consists of units mainly engaged in providing technical and vocational education and
training. These units offer a large variety of courses covering a range of subjects or specialise in a
particular field of education such as computer and business management training.
Prim ary activities


Apprenticeship training program operation



Business college and school operation



Information technology training centre operation



Institute of technology operation



Professional and management development training



Secretarial training



Technical and further education college operation



Technical college operation



V ocational computer training

Exclusions/References
Units mainly engaged in:


providing undergraduate or postgraduate teaching are included in Class 81 02 Higher
Education;

7 Ex ampl e given in Department of Industry, Innovation, Sc ience, Research and Tertiary Education (201 2) Total Voc ational Education and
Training (VET) Ac tiv ity Data Collection COAG Regulatory Im pac t Statement, available at https://r is.govspac e.gov.au/files/2012/1 1/tvadec i si on-ris.pdf
8A BS (201 3) 8165

– Counts of Aus tralian Businesses, Jun 2008 to June 2012, available at http://w w w.abs.gov.au/ausstats/ab s@.nsf /mf/81 65.0

9A ustr alian Government (201 4) RTO Count, training.gov.au, numb er c orrect as at r eport r un of 09/01/2014.
1 0 Data f r om 2013 CRIS working, provided by ASQA
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providing sports and physical recreation coaching not predominantly leading to tertiary
qualifications are included in Class 821 1 Sports and Physical Recreation Instruction; and



providing education in the arts not predominantly leading to tertiary qualifications are included
in Class 821 2 Arts Education.”

IBISWorld Statistics, prepared on a comparable basis to the ABS data, show that this sector generated
$9,467 .3 million of revenue for Australia in the 2013 financial y ear, with an Industry V alue Added
(IV A) of $6,152.3 million. 1 1 IVA is the identification of how much positive externality is generated by
the industry per year. As can be seen in Figure 5 ov erleaf, a large majority, 94 per cent, of V ET
businesses have a turnover of less than $2 million per annum and almost a third hav e a turnover of
less than $50,000 per annum. ASQA regulated providers range in nat ure and include large
corporations (with large turnover unrelated to the training provided to their employees), large
gov ernment entities, small-medium businesses, and individuals and charities. 1 2
Figure 4 Businesses by turnover size, June 2012

Num ber of businesses
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1500

2,7 66

2,601

2,545

1000
500
489
0
Zero to less than
$50k

$50k to less than $200k to less than
$200k
$2m

$2m or more

Source: ABS 8165

Another way this wide v ariety of providers can be illustrated is by the number of courses or
qualifications they offer. In 2013, the av erage number of qualifications offered across all RTOs was 1 7 .
Howev er, 60 per cent of RTOs offered 8 or fewer and almost 90 per cent offered 30 or fewer. The most
courses or qualifications offered by one Provider was 956.1 3 This shows that there are a small
percentage of RTOs who offer a large percentage of the qualifications, with 1 per cent of RTOs
representing 30 per cent of all qualifications offered.
Of all registered providers (registered with ASQA, the V ictorian V RQA and the Western Australian
TAC), 67 per cent are privately operated education/training businesses or centres. The nex t three
largest categories of Prov ider are community based adult education providers (7 .5 per cent),
gov ernment schools (6.3 per cent) and industry associations (5 per cent). By number of businesses,

1 1 IV A , a quantification of economic c ontribution, c an b e used as a measure of impact of the sector. For example, the c ost of ma intaining a
r egulator compared to the value the whole industry brings to the e conomy
1 2A ustr alian Government (201 4) RTO Lis t, tr aining.gov.au, c orrec t as at report run of 1 5/01/2014
1 3 Data f r om 2013 CRIS workings, provided by A SQA
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TAFE, Skills Institute and Polytechnics represent only 1.2 per cent. These statistics are v ery similar if
only considering ASQA accredited RTOs.
Whilst student details are only available for publically funded V ET providers, of the 1 .9 million
students undertaking public V ET in 201 2, 86 per cent were undertaking AQF accredited
qualifications. 1 4 Analysis of rev enue also shows that a majority of training is delivered by registered
prov iders. Figure 5: Split of rev enue across sector, 2013 , below, shows the split of this revenue
between national training packages (those developed by Industry Skills Councils such as hairdressing
or fitness training), nationally accredited courses that are not a p ackage but still result in a recognised
qualification, and other courses, accredited or not.
Figure 5: Split of rev enue across sector, 2013

9%

4%
National training packages

12%

Nationally accredited
courses

Other courses

7 5%

Subject only (nonaccredited

Source: IBIS World

3.3.2 The economic basis for cost recovery by governments
The economic basis of gov ernment imposing a cost (fee or levy) is twofold: 1 ) to help improve the
efficiency and quality of products produced directly by public sector organisations, or by private sector
organisations on behalf of the government with funding or subsidies from the government, and 2) to
eliminate negative ex ternalities by ‘pricing in’ otherwise avoided costs resulting from inappropriate
behav iour.
The SCOTESE Communique of the 7 th of June 2013 notes that ASQA is scheduled to move to ‘full cost
recovery’ on 1 st July 2014. While the scope of review did not include an analysis of the cost recovery
arrangements in detail, it was asked to consider the ‘line of sight’ between ASQA’s cost and its fees. In
order to frame our comments regarding ASQA ’s cost and fee relationship, we hav e provided an
ov erview of the general principles and arguments for the economic basis of government imposing a
cost (fee or lev y) for the provision of regulatory services and functions.
The Commonwealth Cost Recovery Guidelines establish that as a matter of principle, it should be the
consumers (individuals, groups or firms) of the Australian Gov ernment’s information products or
regulatory services who have created the need for regulation who should pay cost recovery cha rges. 1 5

1 4N CV ER (201 2) S tudents & c ourses, available at http://w ww.ncver.edu.au/public ations/2642.html
1 5 Commonw eal th Government Department of Finance: “Aus tralian Cost Rec overy Guidelines.” (Jul y 2005) Page 40, W eb:
http://w w w.finance.gov.au/publications/finance -circulars/2005/doc s/Cost_Recovery_Guidelines.pdf
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“It is important for an agency to be aware of the agency objectives relevant to each activity or
product to:
1

Understand the purpose of the activity and w ho benefits or creates the need for the activity;

2

Assess whether adopting cost recovery w ould undermine the objectives of the activity;

3

If cost recovery is appropriate, choose an approach to charging that is consistent w ith the
objectives of the activity; and

4

Ensure that cost recovery is not undertaken simply to earn revenue. ”16

For ex ample, in the c ase of the V ET sector, government is compelled to undertake regulatory activities
because without it, industry could potentially ‘cut corners’ with respect to training quality and not
operate in a socially acceptable and economically efficient manner. By participants in the V ET sector
not operating at their true cost there is a misallocation of economic resources in the sector, which
leads to economic inefficiencies for society.
To address this economic inefficiency, the rules setting organisations (NSSC for NV R Standards and
the ISCs for training packages) and the regulator (ASQA) undertake activities (regulation). ASQA
passes the cost of these activities on to industry (through cost recovery). The regulatory costs are
‘av oided costs’ which should otherwise be incurred by industry were they ‘behaving properly’. The
important point here is that, should industry behave and operate in an appropriate manner and incur
the additional costs of doing so, there would be no need for government intervention. Cost recovery by
gov ernment through industry primarily replaces the “avoided costs” of not opera ting appropriately or
responsibly.
In this case, the regulatory services provided by ASQA are a “priv ate good”. The two characteristics of
a priv ate good are:
1

Ex cludability – goods or services are provided by the market because you can ex clude those
who decide not to pay for the service from using the service or getting a benefit from the service.
ASQA indiv idually conducts regulatory activitie s for each fee pay ing provider

2

Riv al consumption – where use by one individual reduces availability to others. Whe re title
passes ex cluding another person’s usage, or the service is non -transferable. ASQA’s regulatory
serv ices are conducted on an indiv idual Provider basis and are non-transferable.

By contrast, where an activity or function being undertaken by ASQA is a ‘public good’ then these
activ ities should not be recovered through cost recovery but rather be funded by general taxation. The
two characteristics of a public good are:
1

Non ex cludability – goods or services are not being provided by the market because y ou
cannot ex clude those who decide not to pay for the service from using the service or getting a
benefit from the serv ice. Such things as ASQA’s provision of policy or public reporting is
cov ered by this provisional

2

Non riv al consumption – where use by one individual does not reduce av ailability to others.
Where no real title passes excluding another person usage.

There are a number of key principles of this economic perspective that should assist SCOTESE and
ASQA in refining its cost recovery approach.
1

Cost recovery charges should be restricted to market failure activities.

1 6 Commonw eal th Government Department of Finance: “Aus tralian Cost Rec overy Guidelines.” (Jul y 2005) Web:
http://w w w.finance.gov.au/publications/finance -circulars/2005/doc s/Cost_Recovery_Guidelines.pdf
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2

Regulatory activities should be funded according to the most appropriate mechanism which is
driv en by their core economic characteristics (i.e. rivalry v s. excludability). Where costs c an be
traced to a specific set of stakeholders, but not to specific beneficiaries, these should be
recovered v ia a lev y.

3

ASQA should only recover costs that industry is av oiding. That is, ASQA should only incur and
recover costs that would have been incurr ed by industry had they been operating where no
market failure ex ists.

4

The total cost recovered from industry should not be greater than the societal economic cost
being incurred by the market failure activities.
a

In other words ASQA cannot develop a regulatory regime and impose costs over and
abov e what industry would have incurred at the riskless point of marginal cost if they
behav ed appropriately. To do so in itself would be economically inefficient. The degree of
regulation and costs should be at a lev el where the market failure is mitigated. Any
regulation above this point would be considered a “public good”.

Costs incurred by ASQA, which are neither a cost associated with ‘public good’ nor an industry
‘av oided cost’, should not be cost recovered from industry. ASQA should only recover costs that
industry is av oiding. That is, ASQA should only incur and recover costs that would have been incurred
by industry had they been operating where no market failure exists. These costs should also not be
funded by appropriation and need to be eliminated. The elimination of unnecessary cost is the basis
of the economic efficiency of cost recovery. A number of strategies can be used in achieving this:
1

Identification of areas within the industry that are less likely to incur av oided costs. For
ex ample, ASQA may choose to regulate providers who receive public subsidies, or issue
qualifications that are a prerequisite to achieving a state operating license.

2

Reliev ing some cohorts or activities of the V ET sector fr om regulatory requirements or impost
where those cohorts or those activities are not attributable to market failure or the cohort is
behav ing in a manner such that it is not av oiding certain obligations or costs and not
contributing to market inefficiency or failure.

3

Improving ASQA’s processes to reduce cost internally within the organisation, and
improv ement in the efficacy of monitoring and compliance capabilities.
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The following table summarises costs that are cost recoverable as compared to those that are ty pically
funded v ia departmental or administered funds. These costs have been set out against the value chain
stages. For ex ample:
1

Gov ernance functions: Can be either funded v ia cost recovery or departmental or administered
funding. For ex ample reporting to the Parliament is a public good, but program administration
costs are recoverable

2

Standards functions: Can be either funded v ia cost recovery or departmental or administered
funding as the rules themselves are a public good, but work instructions (e.g. policies and
procedures) and similar information are private goods (please note that in this context the word
standards is used to refer to general rules set within any regulatory context)

3

Entry Control functions: Can be either funded v ia cost recovery as the cost is a priv ate good

4

Education and Training functions: Can be either funded v ia cost recovery or departmental or
administered funding. For example communications, public relations and media handling are
public goods, however stakeholder engagement is a recoverable cost

5

Monitoring and Compliance: Funded via cost recovery

6

Enforcement: Funded via cost recovery

The table below sets this out in more detail, provides examples of ty pical activities that would be
included under each classification (the se examples are indicative only and hav e been used illustrate
the point), and identifies a potential recovery mechanism . It is limited to public and private goods for
brev ity’s sake.
T able 1 Recov ery m echanism by cost type (indicative)
Gov ernance

St andards

En try
con trol

Edu cation
a n d training

Mon itoring
and
com pliance

General Public
Wh o i s using
t he service

General Public

Wh at form of
ch arging

T axation

Wh at source of
fu nding

General Public
General Industry

T axation
Levy

A ppropriation

A ppropriation

Cost recovery

Cost Recovery

Specific
Firms

Specific Firms
General
in dustry

General Industry

Fee

Levy

Levy
Cost
Recov ery

A ppropriation
Cost Recovery

General
in dustry
Specific Firms

T axation
Fee

En forcement

Cost Recovery

Levy
Fin es

Cost Recovery

Exam ples of functions that would be administered either via administered funding or cost recovery
Departmental
or
A dministered
fu nding

Pa rliamentary
services

Policy

Cost recovered

Pr ogram admin.

W ork
in structions
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-
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Consideration of the line of sight between ASQA’s costs and fees.
Noting the objectives of cost recovery for regulatory agencies set out above, PwC’s consideration of
ASQA’s cost recovery approach identified two key observations :


If full cost recovery is interpreted to m ean 100 per cent of costs, this cannot be
achieved under the Australian Government Cost Recovery Guidelines - PwC observed
that going forward the marginal cost of understanding ASQA’s cost structures, in order to support
fee based full cost recovery, would likely be disproportionate to the revenue that would be
generated. Further, under a fee based model, as an organisation moves to ward full cost recovery
there comes a point at which the organisation would have to incur costs driven only by the need to
support a higher level of cost recovery. ASQA is not at this point at this stage, however moving to a
higher lev el of cost recovery would require inv estment in sy stems that support efficient and
effectiv e regulation and clearer articulation of costs, but these sy stems are not currently in place.
Potential areas for refinem ent of the cost allocation approach - ASQA’s costing approach
was appropriate when initially developed. If, in the future a higher lev el of cost recovery is
required, ex amination of fees should be undertaken at that point in time, and consideration giv en
to ASQA’s operations and av ailable data to support any proposed ch anges. ASQA’s current cost
model includes some costs as indirect costs that support the broader delivery of ASQA’s core
mandate, including inv estigations, legal, strategic review and international quality but these costs
are ex cluded from the direct costing calculations. However, these costs may be treated as a direct
cost.
Underpinning the cost model is a list of processes against which costs can be recovered – but the
true cost of some o f these processes is incomplete, for example, in relation to handlin g of appeals
matters and AAT cases. This is likely to lead to an underestimation of the true cost of service
deliv ery in calculating the recoverable amount.
In addition to the omission of some key sub -processes, the drivers of effort, being the number of
qualifications on scope, are perhaps not appropriate. Instead the completeness and quality of the
application itself was the material driver of effort, particularly for compliance teams who may have
to do significant additional work to identify all non-compliances with a particularly poor quality
application. However, without Total V ET activity or similar reporting to enable more accurate
driv ers of effort to be identified, it is not clear how this estimate could be improved at this time.
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3.3.3 Mapping the current Regulatory Architecture to the Value Chain
The observations made in this report have been mapped against the public sector best practice
regulatory v alue chain model outlined in Approach to the review 2). The v alue chain model is used to
understand an organisation’s business environment; specifically, its primary objective is to establish a
connection between strategy formulation and implementation. It can then identify potential
opportunities for improvement.
The v alue chain disaggregates an organisation into its strategically relevant activities to understand
the driv ers of cost and the ex isting and potential sources of v alue add, regulatory effectiveness or
efficiency. The appropriate degree of disaggregation is dependent on the economies of scale of the
activ ities and the purposes for which the value chain is being analysed.
PwC’s analy sis of the v alue chain model has identified those activities required to undertake effective
regulation of Australia’s v ocational education providers. The model provides an ov erview of those
activ ities the regulators should be conducting to achieve best practice regulation; and compares and
analy ses these against the regulators’ current state. This provides ASQA, NSSC, ISCs and the V ET
sector with the ability to identify continuous improvement opportunities.
A v alue chain is a collection of activities in the lifecycle of the major products and/or services provided
by the particular business segment. A regulatory lifecycle is comprised of six key elements.
In relation to the V ET sector, these elements are defined as:
1
Gov ernance
Gov ernance includes the establishment and management of key regulatory activities, including an
internal control framework. As the general public is the beneficiary of this function governance is
considered a public good.
Corporate governance is critical to the success of any organisation. Without an effective governance
framework an organisation will struggle to achieve its objectives, both strategic and operational. It is
imperative that ASQA continues to maintain an effective governance framework that is appropriately
tailored to its operating environment and provides it with the greatest probability of achieving its
organisational objectives.
Gov ernance includes those activities that ASQA has direct oversight and control of; activities that are
able to driv e effective and efficient operations.
Specifically, VET sector regulatory activities that are categorised in the ‘gov ernance’ element of the
v alue chain include:
ASQA:


Identification and establishment of strategic initiatives



Operating model including:
– Design
– Establishment
– Ev aluation of efficiency and effectiveness improvement opportunities.

2
Standards
Standards in the heading is a reference to PwC’s regulatory architecture model. It is used to refer to
any rules that apply in a regulatory context.
Howev er, because standards has a specific meaning in the V ET context, generally in the report where
it refers to the NV R Registered Training Organisations Standards (2012) the term ‘Standards’
(capitalised) is used and where the report talks about ‘rules or rules setting’ (whichever is
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applicable), it is intended to refer to both the NV R Registered Training Organisations Standards
(201 2) and training packages or relevant regulatory arrangements.
Rules are critical to a regulator’s ability to be effective and efficient in its business operations.
Regulatory rules shape the sector it governs, provide a requirement which must be adhered to, allow
for the enforcement of legislation, and are imperative to the overall success of an industry. Without
clearly defined, relevant standards a regulatory au thority will struggle to maintain comprehensive
ov ersight and control of the sector it is charged to govern.
The Standards are developed and maintained by the NSSC. The role of the NSSC is to issue national
Standards for regulation of the V ET sector, and provide guidance to the regulators of v ocational
education and training pertaining to the correct interpretation of the Standards. The ISCs are
responsible for the development of training packages for endorsement by the NSSC.
Activities categorised under this segment of the v alue chain that pertain to the V ET sector include:
Other Regulatory Participants:


The NSSC is responsible for the endorsement of training packages and development of the
Standards. ISCs are responsible for development of training packages



It is unclear if the NSSC or ASQA is responsible for the development of guidance designed to aid
the interpretation of the Standards



The ISCs are responsible for developing guidance in relation to training packages , but it is not clear
that this responsibility is broadly communicated to the Provider community



The NSSC and the ISCs collaborate on e nsuring the rules are constructed in such a way as to
benefit the public , the regulated sector and support industry objectives.

ASQA:


Formalised feedback in relation to the Standards, training packages and guidance delivered by the
NSSC and the ISCs



It is unclear if the NSSC or ASQA is responsible for the development of guidance designed to aid
the interpretation of the Standards.

3
Entry control
Entry control encompasses activities that are required to gain entry to participate in a particular
industry . From a regulatory perspective, entry control activities are those that one must comply with
to legally operate within a certain industry/sector. Properly designed entry control requirements are
critical to maintaining a competitive, high quality market.
When analy sing the V ET sector, entry control is defined as those activities necessary to obtain a
formal gov ernment registration to operate as a tr aining provider. Successful entry to the market
allows a Prov ider to market, deliver and assess V ET training. It is ASQA’s responsibility to ensure that
these entry control procedures are conducted in-line with legislation. It is also ASQA’s responsibility
to ensure that these requirements are continually monitored and enforced.
V ET sector entry control activities classified under this v alue chain function include:
Other Regulatory Participants:


Gov ernment and the NSSC dev elop legislative requirements and Standards respectively in relation
to entry control requirements.
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ASQA:


Application registration activities:
– Initial registration
– Change of scope registration.



Risk assessment activities:
– Financial v iability assessments
– Risk assessment and allocation.

4
Education and training
There are two key aspects to consider regarding education and training - the education and training of
the regulator’s staff and the education and knowledge of the regulated community.
A core component of any organisation is its ability to competently deliver its functional requirements.
To effectively achieve core functional requirements, an organisation’s staff must be capable and
competent. This is in part driv en by the resources, ed ucation and training staff undertake in relation
to the required role.
Encompassed within this key element is the regulatory authority’s ability to provide informative
communication and training to those within the sector. These factors, both internal and ex ternal to
ASQA, are key enablers to achieve the strategic objectives of national regulation.
As such, V ET sector activities that are designated under this aspect of the v alue chain include:
ASQA:


Recruitment



Formal and informal training initiative s



Performance management frameworks



Resource management



Prov ider training – RTOs, CRICOS and ELICOS.

Peak Bodies:


Prov ider training – RTOs, CRICOS and ELICOS.

5
Monitoring and compliance
A key role of a regulatory authority is its responsibility to effectively monitor those whom it is charged
to gov ern, and ensure ongoing compliance with rules. To achieve this, the regulator must continually
monitor the sector. Monitoring and compliance ty pically involves proactive surveillance and
monitoring activities of regulatory organisations that are considered ‘at risk,’ random sampling
compliance activities, and both passive and active intelligence gathering initiatives.
Specifically in relation to the V ET sector, this element of the v alue chain aims to assess the ability of
ASQA to ensure that Providers are compliant with the rules. Key to this role is establishing
appropriate operational processes and capability which enable effective monitoring and compliance.
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Activities classified under monitoring and compliance are:
Other Regulatory Participants:


Gov ernment and NSSC dev elop legislative instruments and Standards that enable effective
monitoring and compliance activities to be undertaken.

ASQA:


Establishment and integration of processes enabling efficient and effective compliance activities



Internal compliance processes



Staffing numbers and capabilities to effectively undertake requirements



Dev elopment of appropriate compliance activities.

6
Enforcement
Those that breach the regulatory requirements will likely be exposed to a formal sanction or penalty,
which must be legally enforceable under governing legislation. The ability to enforce sanctions among
those determined to be non-compliant is critical to effective regulation.
From a V ET sector perspective, these activities encompass the legality of enforcement and the tools,
instruments and organisational capabilities to enforce legislation, regulation and rules.
The legal framework enabling enforcement of sanctions for non-compliance is enacted through
legislation and associated regulations. Only with this enabling legislation are enforcement activities
able to be effectiv ely undertaken. The enforcement of the legislation is the responsibili ty of ASQA.
V ET sector activities included in this v alue chain function include:
Other Regulatory Participants:


Gov ernment develops legislation enabling enforcement.

ASQA:


Ability to effectively interpret enforcement requirements



Organisational ability to conduct and administer enforcement:
– Staff capability – including ex perience requirements
– Effectiv e enabling processes and platforms to facilitate enforcement.
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3.4

Trends in Regulation

Three significant trends are emerging in regulation that are useful to consider when ex amining
ASQA’s operations. These are related to : minimising the cost of regulation by moving engagement
from ex pensive face to face or paper based dealings into online and automated sy stems ; the use of
increased information availability combined with data analytics to more effectively target monitoring
and compliance programs; and moves by regulators towards responsive regulation.

3.4.1 Minimising the cost of regulation
Underpinning the operation of all regulators is a focus on minimising the cost of regulation for both
the regulator, in this case ASQA , and the sector. This would see ASQA :


Adopting a balanced mix of focus on entry control activities and monitoring and compliance



Enabling a risk managed approach to regulation



Using ICT and web enabled channels to engage with the v ocational education industry.

As v ocational education industry stakeholders are increasing their inv estment in online channels to
enable them to deliver services to students, they are also developing internal skills and capability that
ASQA can lev erage to improve regulation v ia online engagement – as illustrated by the uptake of
ASQAnet. Ov er 87 % of prov iders have taken up the use of ASQAnet for their engagements with ASQA,
and 30% of them report that it is their preferred communication method with ASQA.

3.4.2 Data analytics – identifying and targeting areas of noncompliance
Traditional approaches to data analysis use statistical methods to analyse data. Data analy tics is the
emerging approach to improving on traditional analysis. Data analy tics is a rapidly expanding area
where mathematical and statistical methods interact with ICT analy tics tools to improve the flow and
analy sis of large data sets from business. The key differentiating feature is the use of ICT toolsets to
identify emergent properties from the data, rather than reliance on the use of human led top down
analy sis. This requires a combination of traditional analysts with specific toolset training as well as a
broad analytic background who can develop and run the relevant analysis, supported by specific data
migration skills to ensure that datasets can be migrated into a single platform for analysis and toolset
specific data analytics deliver programmatic tool support and operational maintenance.
In addition to online engagement, ICT offers another key driver of change to regul atory businesses –
data analy tics. ASQA has recognised the importance of data analytics in its ASQA 201 1 -2014 Strategic
Plan and 201 1-2012 Operational Plan and identifies it as a key enabler to meet ASQA’s “Objective 1 :
Assure the quality of v ocational education and training outcomes through national regulation”. This
is reflected in the broader government regulatory environment, the majority of government regulators
are implementing risk models backed by data analytics. This usually takes three forms:


There are two potential approaches for assessing risk within a regulated community. Traditional
models assess the risk intrinsic in the operation of each of the regulated community members by
considering the specific attributes of that community member. The s econd approach relies on
assessing the risk of the industry , market segment or other external group that the regulated
community member is operating in.
Industry segmentation is done because the services provided by members of the regulated
community may have different levels of intrinsic risk to the broader community , and the regulated
community member may be subject to additional or different regulatory requirements. For
ex ample CASA separates commercial airlines, agricultural aircraft, balloons and radio controlled
aircraft into different regulatory regimes based on an assessment of the risk that each of the
industry segments pose to the Australian public. Each segment is subjected to a different
compliance regime. Balloonists are allowed to self-regulate as the potential impact on the
Australian public is low, whereas commercial airlines are subjected to higher levels of regulatory
monitoring activities as there is a much higher potential impact on the Australian economy and
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public. Similarly, the TGA splits medications into categories based on risk profile and addictiveness
and prov ides different regulatory approach.


This coarse categorisation based on industry segment is supplemented by a fine grained
categorisation of the regulated participants within an industry, based on an analy tics driven
industry profile



Improved pooling of information between regulators who have shared areas of responsibility. For
ex ample, ASQA and CASA may pool information about aviation safety performance in their mutual
interest. This information can be used to further enhance risk categorisation of providers.

ASQA’s current risk model is limited by a lack of access to comprehensive data and ICT sy stem
constraints and is y et to fully categorise providers by overall industry risk.

3.4.3 Responsive regulation
The objective of responsive regulation is to ensure that the most appropriate regulatory approach is
applied to each regulatory participant. Tailoring of the regulatory approach enables a range of
benefits:


Rewards good compliance and reduces costs overall in the sector by minimising the costs of
compliance for providers who present a low risk profile



Enables the regulator to respond by way of treatments tailored to the cause of non -compliance in
those participants who do not comply.

Implementing this regulatory approach requires that the regulator has the ability to identify at risk
groups within the broader regulatory community and tailor its regulatory responses to ensure that an
appropriate level of regulation is applied. It also requires supporting business and ICT capabilities to
ensure risk modelling and monitoring activities can be delivered to support the identification of
emerging at risk groups, and recognise when groups considered at risk hav e rectified their behaviour.
The model has a graded application of regulatory action and ensure s that costs applied to the
regulated community are only those required to support compliance. It rewards compliant behaviour
and takes a proportional response to non-compliance.
For the V ET sector this could see those who operate in a compliant manner and deliver quality
outcomes given privileged access, for ex ample the ability to change scope without applying to ASQA .
Those who make a genuine effort to comply, but fail to fully comply, are supported in improving
through information and outreach from the regulator or other actors w ith sy stem, whereas those in
the sy stem who deliberately or negligently do not meet their obligations would continue to be the
target of strong enforcement actions.
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4 Observations
4.1

Overview

The observations identified through this review are presented according to PwC’s best practice four
pillar ev aluation framework for assessing organisations; that is, governance, process, technology and
people. As ASQA is a regulatory authority, to clearly and collectively exhaust the observations an
additional category has been included – finance.

Broadly the categories are defined as:


Gov ernance – ASQA’s operating model and obligations regarding regulatory rules



Process – ASQA’s process efficiency, internal and external coordination of key business processes



T echnology – ASQA’s core business sy stems and corporate service systems



People – ASQA’s performance management framework and people capability



Finance – ASQA’s financial operations and economic analysis – including cost recovery.

The abov e framework has allowed PwC to logically illustrate where issues have been identified within
ASQA’s current operating framework. The observations, categorised into the fiv e compone nts of the
ev aluation framework are discussed in this section of the report.
Supporting the observations are:


Surv ey Results– Section 4.7 giv es an ov erview of Prov iders’ responses to the survey about
ASQA’s communications, fees, efficiency and reasonableness.



Corporate Serv ices Benchmark – Section 4.8 benchmarks ASQA’s corporate services
functions against other regulators.

In considering ASQA’s current state, many of ASQA’s issues are underpinned by technology. As a
result, we hav e moved Technology forward in the presentation so the underlying technology issues can
be understood, and ASQA’s process issues can be ex amined in that context.
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4.2

Technology

In considering the current efficiency and effectiveness of ASQA, ASQA’s ICT sy stems drive a number
of ASQA’s process issues. ASQA has two main technology platforms: core business systems, which
directly support ASQA’s regulatory operations, and corporate services systems, which support ASQA
in doing business. Currently, regulatory business processes are supported by ASQA’s key regulatory
ICT sy stem ASQAnet. ASQAnet was built during the agency’s inception. Corporate systems for
Finance, Procurement and HR are prov ided by a shared services organisation.
ASQA has two major areas of technology capability:
1

Core Bu siness Sy stems: ASQA requires a number of core capabilities from its business
sy stems to enable key regulatory functionality:
– Online application processing – submission and processing of all applications electronically
v ia eForms or similar capability
– Risk Assessment and Analysis – creation of a risk based model for providers v ia data
analy tics or a similar solution, and automated application of the risk model to applications
and the forward audit schedule
– Activity scheduling and resource management – tools to enable incoming work to be
scheduled amongst the av ailable resource pool, and provide reporting to ensure tasks are
deliv ered to schedule
– Workflow support – support and automation for key business functions such as applications
processing, audit, inv estigations and legal
– Financial Management and Billing – management of financial transactions associated with
regulatory activities, particularly billing
– Document and Information Management – management and searching of records held by
the agency
– Management Reporting – reporting from ASQA’s information repositories on public
websites, executive dashboards and other formats.

2

Corporate Serv ices Sy stems: ASQA has a shared corporate services platform that provides
HR, ICT and Financial Serv ices.

4.2.1 Core business systems
ASQA has challenges with its core business systems. ASQA is currently in the requirements gathering
phase of a core sy stems replacement called the ‘NIMBUS’ program, which is ex pected to address
some, but not all, of the core business system issues.
4.2.1.1 Applications portal does not support ESOS Act m atters
ASQA does not currently have a single sy stem for processing and managing all applications online.
Applications under the ESOS Act are processed via paper based forms, and the platform does not
prov ide for features such as Provider and Infoline accessible unique application numbering for all
applications (particularly paper processed ESOS Act matters), and end to end tracking through the
applications lifecycle.


Paper processing for ESOS Act matters (approximately 10% of total applications) is inefficient and
requires data to be manually scanned in or entered into ASQAnet, creating some data quality
issues.



A lack of unique numbering readily presented to providers makes engagement with ASQA more
difficult. For providers that are v ery large and may have a large number of matters outstanding
with ASQA, e.g. multiple changes of scope in preparation for a new school y ear, external
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stakeholders report significant frustrations in clarifying with ASQA which matters are to be
discussed. Additionally, it makes inv oicing and reconciliation more difficult as the providers
cannot easily see which matters they are being inv oiced for.


End to end tracking – The current ASQAnet sy stem does provide for a status display for Providers
of all open matters with ASQA. Both providers and ASQA staff hav e noted that this requires ASQA
staff to manually update database fields when the application moves through various stages of the
process. ASQAnet also has limited ability to provide granular status updates to providers.
Applications may not hav e their progress updated by ASQA staff, due to user error or a failure to
correctly update the database after conducting process steps. This frustrates providers who cannot
see the progress ASQA is making. This is further compounded by a lack of granularity in status
updates displayed to providers which do not track the progress of an application through each
detailed ASQA process step. Complex activities that require engagement between ASQA and
prov iders such as compliance auditing are pre sented as one status, whereas breaking these down
into each process step would make progress more visible to the provider, and alert providers to the
need to respond to ASQA’s requests.

ASQA is currently developing the requirements for a major ICT transfor mation, the NIMBUS
program, which plans to address these issues. While the identified capabilities are in scope of the
program, it is not clear if there is adequate funding av ailable to ensure all items of scope are delivered.
4.2.1.2 Insufficiently automated or granular risk assessment
Risk assessment is comprised of two components:


Risk Model: The risk assessment framework, which is the suite of tools, attributes, assessment
procedures and other inputs that collectively describe how the risk of a Prov ider is to be
assessment.



Risk Profile: Application of the risk model to a specific provider, which creates that providers
indiv idual risk profile.

ASQA does not currently have a sufficient level of tool support to deliver ASQA’s proposed risk based
model set out in its Corporate Strategy. The following key capability gaps have been identified:


ASQA’s current (interim) risk model is focussed on the attributes of the Provider and does not fully
consider attributes of the course the Provider is delivering. A fully developed risk model needs to
consider both the attributes of the Prov ider and the attributes of the qualifications being delivered
to assess risk and guide regulatory response.



Current proactive examination of providers triggered by movement in ri sk factors is limited. While
new market entrants are assessed by audit, generally after 1 2 months of operation, the fully
dev eloped risk model needs data and ICT tools to enable the ongoing monitoring of providers
independently of application processing. While the proportion of compliance audits (as opposed to
application triggered audits) is increasing, the fully developed risk model needs to reflect a
proactive regulatory approach.



Hand tuning limits analy tic opportunities. The interim risk model relies u pon hand tuning due to
ICT sy stem limitations and, hence, ASQA does not have the benefit of data analytic tools to
discover unexpected factors in ASQA’s data about providers to predict potential non -compliance.
Equally , ICT sy stem limitations do not allow automatic updating of the findings of audits
conducted by compliance teams. The risk tools should be able to highlight trends in non compliance which can be used to inform the forward audit program.



Lack of sampling of applications treated as ‘low risk’ a nd approved without compliance checking.
ASQA’s use of Prov ider risk ratings to guide the level of regulatory resources applied to application
assessment often results in change of scope applications for low risk providers being approved
without compliance activity. ASQA should undertake periodic sampling of low risk providers to
ensure ongoing quality.
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ASQA is currently planning to significantly improve its tools for risk assessment as part of the
NIMBUS program. However, not all identified capability issues are in the planned scope. While the
most effective use of an analy tics engine will require additional data from the Total V ET activity and
other information sources, implementation of an analy tics engine, a key component of max imally
efficient risk target, is not currently planned or funded.
4.2.1.3 No tool support for resource management and activity scheduling
ASQA does not currently have a tool to support scheduling of activities and resources. Teams rely on
outlook calendars and excel spreadsheets to monitor and plan their forward work program. This
directly generates process inefficiencies as team leads must spend time, reported as two t o four hours
a week for managers of small to medium offices, manually building a report of their sub -ordinates’
activ ities. This creates the potential for slippage to remain undetected before it breaches reasonable
timeframes, limits the effectiveness of KPIs, and requires managers to spend a significant amount of
time on dev eloping reports.
Additionally, as there is no intrastate v isibility of forward staffing capacity (shortfalls or surpluses),
managers must consult with each office to find resources t o make up the shortfall. ASQA does plan on
addressing this issue as part of NIMBUS. Additionally, ASQA has proposed using custom reports from
its business intelligence toolset, but managers identified that the process to have custom reports
dev eloped was slow due to technology limitations and insufficient interim staffing.
4.2.1.4 Minim al workflow support
Workflow support is the largest issue identified in ASQA’s ICT. Currently , auditors follow a manual,
paper based process to conduct audits driven from word templates, and must manually populate their
templates from ASQAnet at the commencement of their activities. Upon completion they must update
ASQAnet on progress. This results in coordination issues across the current Risk and Compliance
teams, as neither can directly see what work is scheduled, and the process of handing work from Risk
to Compliance relies on manual handling, or a Compliance team leader checking t o see if they have
been allocated work by Risk.
This lack of workflow support drives numerous issues within ASQA including:


Reduced Data Quality – as staff must manually enter data, there is significant potential for data
to be erroneously entered or not entered at all. As a result, cases are not closed or submitted for
approval until a team leader notices via manual checking that a process step is outstanding. This
increases processing times for providers and reduces the utility of data to the Risk Team.



Workflow support – without workflow support it is possible for auditors to conduct
assessments in differing way s. Workflow support ensures that each step is conducted, and assists
the auditor in deliv ering efficiently in compliance with policy, creating and capturing evidence that
each process step was delivered in a compliant manner . In addition to driving consistency, data
capture at the time of audit will improve data quality and reduce double handling of information by
compliance officers. The clearest example of this during the related to correspondence. As there is
no workflow support auditors operate from their own email inbox and shared drives . As a result,
there is not clear ev identiary capture at each process step that records the process outputs and
demonstrates that the process step was conducted appropriately. ASQA conducted an internal
rev iew of its data management, and determined that it was not possible to demonstrate that all
required correspondence was dispatched to a Provider within the required timeframes.

ASQA is currently developing the requirements for a major ICT transformation, the NIMBUS
program, which plans to address these issues. While the identified capabilities are in scope of the
program, some additional funding will need to be secured if the transformation is to achieve its full
potential
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4.2.1.5 No structured document and records m anagement sy stem
ASQA does not hav e a structured records management system. It relies on shared drives for staff to
manage its records of compliance activities. Without a consistent location to store records, it is
difficult for the regulator to develop a single, comprehensive v iew of a Prov ider and its related entities.
Without a single, searchable, point of truth, ASQA is unable to fully develop a picture of providers’
operations and any related risk or compliance matters. Internal ASQA reports indicated that it is not
possible to confirm all required correspondence was dispatched to a Provider within the required
timeframes.
Additionally, if another auditor must step in on an audit due to absence of the original auditor, the
replacement auditor must manually search the prior auditor’s records. This creates risk to ASQA as
the organisation may be unable to demonstrate that it has correctly me t the regulatory requirements
of the Act and its own process standards. ASQA is in the process of procuring an appropriate records
management sy stem as part of the NIMBUS program.
4.2.1.6 Som e m anual financial m anagement and billing processes
ASQA’s activ ities generate fees. ASQA’s current fee instrument is v ery complex, with multiple legacy
arrangements that must be managed, driving significant billing complexity. In addition to the
complexity of the charging structure, ASQA processes a large v olume of bi lls, with approximately
9,900 inv oices being raised a y ear, or 30 a business day. This process is partly automated with
significant residual manual billing. Due to the shared services Provider being unwilling or unable to
prov ide API level access to the SA P sy stem, ASQA has developed an accounts receivable model for
ASQAnet. Until January 2014, the majority of ASQA’s billing was done manually . Following the
implementation of the January 2014 accounts receivable upgrade in ASQAnet, approximately:


44 % of inv oices were automatically generated when providers enter an application into ASQAnet,
at which point an inv oice is able to be downloaded



32 % of inv oices were automatically generated by ASQAnet (for RTO annual registration fees)



24 % were entirely manual (generated by ASQA staff following the receipt of an application or
other fees or charges that are imposed by ASQA).

This is a significant impost on the financial team who must generate a large number of inv oices , and
on the ICT team who must dev elop and maintain a custom developed billing module. Comparable
organisations such as the Therapeutic Goods Agency (TGA) hav e automated inv oicing and bill
generation sy stems that draw on the regulators workflow system with the bills then subject to
approval by the Finance team.
ASQA is currently developing the requirements for a major ICT transformation, the NIMBUS
program, which plans to address these issues. While the identified capabilities are in scope of the
program, some additional funding will need to be secured if the transformation is to achieve its full
potential.
4.2.1.7 Insufficient reporting tools
Due to the data quality limitations driven by ASQA’s information sy stems, ASQA has v ery constrained
management reporting. Management reports are manually developed by the EL2s, and there is no
alerting if an application is about to breach key KPIs embedded in the compliance assessment process.
This is compounded by the difficulties of manual resource scheduling, as managers cannot see easily if
they hav e an issue until a manual search of their staff’s records detects it.
There is a significant potential for ASQA to benefit from improved management reporting. ASQA
implemented a basic framework last y ear to report against a key KPI , which has driv en a 50% increase
in audit productivity over the period. Enabling more effective management reporting may enable
ASQA to identify further efficiency gains from the organisation. ASQA intends to procure sy stems to
support this as part of the NIMBUS program.
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4.2.2 Corporate ICT systems
4.2.2.1 Shared serv ices providers are unresponsive
ASQA currently relies on a shared services arrangement for its HR, Finance and ICT infrastructure.
While ASQA’s ICT infrastructure was not ex amined in detail for this report, significant issues were
identified in the quality of service delivered by the shared services provider.


Pay roll processing errors – ASQA noted that there were significant issues in pay roll
processing, and ASQA staff manually audit the shared services provider ’s payroll returns to
v alidate that staff hav e been correctly paid.



Inability to access key SAP components – ASQA staff are not able to directly or
sy stematically access key SAP modules, particularly for billing and HR. Without application
protocol interface (API) level access to the billing modules, it may not be possible to fully automate
billing processes.



ICT Infrastructure – ICT staff reported that the shared gateway services and desktop
infrastructure was effective, but the cost and time to deploy when provisioning new servers and
other backend operations made some aspects of the arrangement uneconomical. ASQA adv ised
that the shared services provider was not able to effectively coordinate with external organisations
when ASQA used third party provision of key server infrastructure.

ASQA could renegotiate the shared services arrangement, and pursue automated business to business
interaction with its shared services provider to ensure that key processes such as billing can be
automated. If ASQA is not able to obtain direct access to SAP to fully automate billing, it may need to
consider another provider.
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4.3

Process

An organisation’s most critical processes are key enablers to the delivery of a high -quality output, in a
sustainable cost effective manner. It is therefore essential that these key processes are operating
effectiv ely and efficiently. In today’s quickly evolving business climate, organisations cannot afford to
rely solely on standard operating procedures or a status quo mentality and must apply automation
and more rigorous controls to effectively handle a growing volume of data while controlling cost and
effort ex penditure. 1 7
ASQA has three core business processes that comprise the majority of its regulatory activities. These
processes as described below are simplified to provide a contextual understanding of the complex
audit process undertaken at ASQA .
1


Subm ission and risk assessm ent of an RTO registration application
Submission and Risk Assessment of an application to register as an RTO, renew a RTO
accreditation or change the scope of an RTO’s serv ices. This process is carried out by the Risk team
who:
–

receive the application,

–

conduct a preliminary assessment for completeness,

– conduct a financial v iability and fit and proper person test if the application is for an initial
registration, or if the Prov iders circumstances have changed,
– compile a risk profile considering a number of risk factors which inform whether the
application progress to the audit, not simply the risk rating ; and
– hand the application off to the compliance team if the risk team recommends an audit.
2


Conduct of compliance audits
This process is carried out by the Compliance team who:
– Receiv e the application from the risk team
– Make a determination on the recommendation for an audit
– Scope the audit
– Assign the job to an auditor
– Auditor corresponds with the applicant to schedule a suitable date for the audit
– Conducts the onsite audit
– Prov ides a report to their manager
– Manager either approves the application or submits it to the Commissioner(s) with a
recommendation to deny the application.

1 7 Pr i c ewaterhouseCoopers (2012) Optim iz e procure-to-pay proc esses for profitability , efficiency, and c omplianc e
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3


Managem ent of appealed cases
This process is carried out by the Compliance and Legal team who:
– (For internal reconsideration of a decision made by one Commissioner under the NV R Act)
Task a compliance team in a separate office to conduct a rev iew of the c ase, any new ev idence
submitted and makes a recommendation to the other two Commissioners
– Prov iders may apply to the AAT for ex ternal review of an ASQA decision. In this instance,
ASQA’s Legal Team represents the Authority in the AAT proceeding, drawing e xpert support
from the Compliance team
– Compliance team members are on standby to review any new evidence presented .

ASQA’s ability to analyse and evolve its key business processes will be critical to its success. To enable
change, management must have v isibility into what processes are operating effectively, what
operational constraints are imposed on the organisation and what processes can be improved to
increase efficiency and reduce organisational risk. The following issues directly impact ASQA’s ability
to achiev e operational efficiency and effectiveness; they are segmented into efficiency and process
coordination.

4.3.1 Efficiency
Key to enabling operational ex cellence is the ability to generate a high e fficiency ratio, efficiency is
driv en by process excellence. This is defined as a high ratio of operational inputs to outputs. Efficient
operations enable streamlined services and reduce effort ex pended, and therefore process
streamlining represents a po tential source of cost reduction.
As discussed in section 4.2.2 many of these issues can be addressed with effective technology
solutions. In support of the observations in section 4.2.2, t he following observations have a direct
impact on ASQA’s operatio nal efficiency.
4.3.1.1 No com mon online portal for receiving and processing ESOS Act Matters
Significant efficiencies are achieved by removing common, repetitive processing from business units
and consolidating them into a single processing centre. Currently ASQA has two separate processes
for handling NV R Act and ESOS Act matters. NV R Act matters, which comprise almost 90% of
applications, are submitted online v ia a portal, while ESOS Act matters are submitted via manual
processes. The key objective of a common online portal is to obtain economies of scale through
standardisation, re-engineering, and the consolidation of key processes.
ASQA’s operational framework does not currently support one shared online services portal; which
has subsequently led to organisational deficiencies. Lack of sufficient funding to deliver the ICT
enablement and inadequately standardised processes are the primary underlying reasons an
organisational wide shared services online portal has not been implemented. The inability to
currently operate a common online portal has generated issues such as the following:


ASQA does not hav e one common portal for the submission of all applications. NV R Act matters
are submitted online, whereas ESOS Act matters are submitted via manual forms.



ASQA does not currently have a central repository that enables core business processes t o be
stored and managed in a business process management suite or similar. ASQA has centralised
process documentation into a central holding, but this sy stem does not provide business process
management functionality. This decentralisation has caused each ASQA office to adopt processes
that are not otherwise used by other ASQA offices, creating inconsistent practices throughout the
organisation. A review conducted by ASQA of its Compliance teams demonstrated that there were
process issues in ev ery office. While ASQA’s other teams are more geographically centralised and
thus less likely to ex perience this issue, there is some ev idence of inconsistent approaches within
the Risk team
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ASQA currently stores audit details, evidence submitted and timesheet data on its internal ‘P
Driv e’. This data is not easily accessible and is difficult to monitor effectively.



There is no central online location to enable collaborative data storage. No central document
management sy stem, inconsistent storage and maintenance of the data were commonly reported
issues when consulting with ASQA staff. This causes significant issues when data must be passed
between teams, for ex ample in the case of a rev iew or appeal of an original case. This requires the
Compliance team handling the appeal to manually obtain copies of the data. Numerous responses
to the Prov ider survey noted that ASQA has requested copies of the same ev idence on multiple
occasions. Enforcing consistent processes for the collection, storage and distribution of this d ata
would enable ASQA to further leverage gathered information to enhance operational efficiency.

ASQA intends to address these issues v ia the NIMBUS ICT improv ement program, and intends to
address these issues in the current scope, however the design has not been finalised and funding has
not y et been obtained.
4.3.1.2 No consistent v iew of applications throughout their lifecycle
ASQA does not hav e a single ‘source of truth’ of the content or progress of an application. Instead,
multiple sy stems and sources must be checked to determine the ‘true state’ of an application. For
ex ample, if a team leader wants to know if the required correspondence has been sent by a
Compliance auditor to an applicant in a timely manner, they must:


Check ASQAnet to see the status of the application, and then cross check this against the team
member’s personal report in case of errors. ASQAnet is not always updated by staff as this is a
manual process and subject to human error.



Check the manual scheduling system to identify which staff member has been assigned to the case
and what timelines they were required to meet. If these are not up to date, they will need to check
with the team member themselves.



Rev iew the contents of the P driv e to see if the correspondence has been saved.



If the correspondence has not been manually saved by the auditor, the team leader must either
contact ICT for access to the auditor’s personal email, or ask the auditor t o manually review their
email and email archiv es for the information.

ASQA’s internal process reviews have noted that, at times, ASQA has not captured the content of
correspondence that was sent to applicants. Establishing a single v iew of applications th rough their
lifespan, primarily achieves three benefits:
1

The comprehensive and correct completion of process requirements without reference to
multiple data sources, improving efficiency and correctness of data.

2

A reduction in the duplication of processes, particularly when multiple audits are scheduled on
the same family of legal entities or an audit is planned for a related purpose at a site where a
new application is received. Currently this information is difficult to pool as the data may be
sitting in multiple repositories. With a single v iew of applications, it may be possible to bundle
multiple audit matters into a single client touch point.

3

Prov ide transparency to external stakeholders (Provider, the Department, etc) as to the status
of an application. As sources must be manually updated, this is currently unreliable due to
mix ed data quality.

In addition, a single source of truth would present ASQA with opportunities outside of pure
processing efficiencies. ASQA, in its current state, does not fully incorporate application cross
checking into its core processes, nor does it identify when one legal entity is responsible for multiple
RTOs, or check to see if ev idence required from the RTO has already been provided for a related
matter.
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4.3.2 Process coordination
Business process coordination is a fundamental aspect of an effective operational model, and is
especially relevant for ASQA due to the need to coordinate the governance and liaison functions, risk,
compliance and inv estigations teams. Consolidating key ac tivities and processes is critical to driving
efficiency throughout an organisation and achieving realisable cost reduction objectives. During the
process review PwC identified the following process coordination issues relating to ASQA.
4.3.2.1 Lim ited cross checking and m oderation processes
ASQA must present a consistent approach to the regulated industry. Without consistency, Providers
ex perience a disjointed regulatory approach. Effective moderation requires the review of an auditor’s
cases by a third party against organisational quality standards. ASQA does not have a consistent ,
ongoing moderation approach that includes third party reviews that is applied across its national
compliance practice. However, ASQA does have a central repository where a de cision register is
maintained that holds ASQA’s interpretation of the rules. Compliance staff may raise issues of
interpretation, receive advice and update the central repository. This decision register is actively
maintained and broadly used.


Som e cross checking procedures – ASQA does hav e certain cross checking processes
established that check procedural consistency of compliance reviews for RTOs that are deemed
non-compliant, However, it does not have a formalised cross checking process for cases t hat are
deemed compliant; this presents a number of issues including the inability to v erify:
– The consistency of compliance audit practices throughout the organisation
– That the adv ice being provided by Panel Auditors aligns with ASQA’s internal audit team s.
There is some ev idence from the survey that Panel Auditors are functioning as independent
consultants and providing advice about how to develop compliant materials to Providers. If and
when an ASQA internal auditor assesses the resultant evidence, which has already been
approved by an ‘ASQA Auditor’ and finds it non-compliant, the Provider ex periences significant
uncertainty, and this giv es rise to complaints about ‘inconsistency’.
– ASQA’s ability to adhere to regulatory compliance requirements.

To ensure that the V ET sector regulatory framework is administered correctly, and the processes
undertaken in relation to this are effective and efficient, ASQA must cross check applications that are
determined to be compliant. Without effective moderation proced ures in relation to compliant
applications, Providers will continue to experience uncertainty and inconsistency. It has been
recognised that ASQA does have some limited processes in p lace to facilitate consistency. While ASQA
has biannual meetings where the audit process is rev iewed, and this is supported by other activities ,
there is no formal process for a random sampling of cases that have been assessed as compliant to be
cross checked or moderated by another auditor and for formal feedback to be provided to the auditor.
Without this critical moderation procedure, inconsistencies are likely as one office may be assessing
some ev idence as compliant and another office assessing the same evidence as non -compliant against
a particular rule.
4.3.2.2 Inconsistent audit requirements between Acts
As mentioned above, a key enabler of effective and efficient processes for any regulator is consistency.
Well understood, repeatable processes permit an accurate and reliable measurement of performance;
they also create an easement for those that are conducting the activity.
ASQA is currently responsible for the administration of two different Acts; that is the NV R Act and the
ESOS Act. Each Act serves a different regulatory purpose and is tailored to reflect these r equirements;
therefore, a single process is unable to meet the requirements of both Acts. For ex ample, each of the
two Acts currently has a different procedural requirement in relation to conducting a compliance
audit. This process causes confusion among ASQA staff and those that are subject to the regulation.
Through consultation it was noted that the inconsistency of this process was a frequent ‘pain point’
raised by ASQA compliance audit staff. Aligning this process to reflect one consistent audit pr ocedure
would significantly reduce deficiencies that have been experienced across ASQA’s audits, both
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internally and ex ternally, and significantly reduce the impact of inconsistent compliance requirements
on the industry .
4.3.2.3 T he regulatory architecture does not incorporate adequate feedback
m echanisms to drive continuous improvement of the NVR Standards, T raining
Packages and associated guidance
There is currently no identified responsibility in the regulatory architecture for: collecting information
relating to non-compliance with the Standards and training packages and the underlying reasons for
this non-compliance (other than by ASQA in relation to refused applications); analysing such
information; and issuing guidance and public rulings to clarify any matters of interpretation of the
Standards and training packages.
ASQA’s ability to effectively perform as a regulatory authority would improve with the implementation
of a sy stematic approach by the appropriate participants in the regulatory architec ture to: identify
areas of uncertainty about the interpretation of the rules; provide feedback to the NSSC and ISCs
where appropriate; and issue guidance and public rulings to accompany the regulatory rules.
Dev eloping the data to better understand driver s of non-compliance and utilising such data to
determine where non-compliance occurs, for example, if it is driv en by lack of clarity in the rules,
would allow for the dev elopment of targeted guidance and public rulings. Removing inefficient
regulatory activity caused by misinterpretation of the rules would improve rates of initial compliance
by Prov iders. In turn, this would lead to a reduction in application approval timeframes and a
reduction in the total cost of approving applications for both ASQA and Prov iders.
A suggested approach to collecting, analysing and sharing information in relation to non -compliance
could comprise:


the collation of information about which Standards and elements of training packages Providers
are non-compliant against at any time in the application process regardless of whether the non compliance is rectified by the Provider



identification of the reason for the non-compliance where possible, for example misinterpretation,
lack of capability, lack of preparedness, disinterest or wilful non-compliance



prov ision of feedback to relevant participants in the regulatory architecture



issuance of public rulings and guidance as required



updates to the Standards and training packages and associated materials.

In considering the feedback processes:


Lim ited sy stemic formalised collection, analysis and feedback of all causes of non com pliance – There are some gaps in the regulatory architecture regarding responsibility for the
collection and analysis of Provider feedback regarding the efficiency, clarity, utility and
effectiv eness of the NV R Standards (2012) and the training packages from a Prov ider perspective.
It is important to note that while Provider feedback on common causes of non -compliance should
be treated with caution and ex amined in the broader regulatory context, Provider perspective is a
critical component in identifying the causes of non-compliance.
Currently, when ASQA makes a regulatory decision to refuse a Prov ider’s application, ASQA
maintains a register of the Standards against which the Provider was found to be non-compliant,
and prov ides this information in reporting to the NSSC and Parliament. ASQA also captures some
information on initial non-compliances rectified by the Provider during the rectification period.
Howev er, ASQA does not capture comprehensive information about the type and nature of initial
non-compliances. Largely, this is a result of ICT sy stem limitations (set out in Section 4.2)
particularly ASQA’s unstructured data storage for compliance reports.
The NIMBUS program will provide the enabling infrastructure to capture this data. However,
while the responsibility and requirements for undertaking this task remain unidentified ASQA has
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no plans to collect, collate and analyse this information for the purpose of guidance and public
rulings.
The inability of Providers to correctly interpret the NV R Standards (2012) and training package
requirements reported by stakeholders to be a common cause of non-compliance. This highlights
the importance of a sy stemic collection and analysis of such data to allow for the development of
targeted and effective guidance and public rulings. It is important to note that the review
specifically did not review the clarity of the NV R Standar ds (current or proposed).
Reducing non-compliances arising from misinterpretation of the rules would have a positive
impact on the efficiency and effectiveness and costs of ASQA’s operations. It would reduce multiple
audits of applications and the need fo r rectification of materials by Providers. This would reduce
costs for Providers and ASQA and reduce application approval timeframes. However, it is clear
that the ex tent of the provision of guidance and public rulings must be balanced against ASQA’s
role to be an effectiv e regulator that safeguards the quality of the V ET sector.
Stakeholders’ feedback on this issue included:


T he review of the NVR Standards - The National Skills Standards Council was asked by the
then Standing Council on Tertiary Education, Skills and Employ ment to undertake a rev iew of the
Standards, focusing on issues of quality. The purpose of the review is to strengthen the existing
Standards and regulatory approach. A key focus of the review has been to ensure quality outcomes
and to hav e Standards that are capable of being consistently interpreted by RTOs and regulators.



Peak Body Feedback – All peak bodies reflected in consultations that the NV R Standards were
unclear. This lack of clarity related to both the requirements in the Standards, but also how a giv en
RTO might meet them. For ex ample, ERTOA mentioned that a number of its Prov iders had
incorporated the NV R Act Standards (2012) requirements for training manuals into their
organisation wide training manual rather than developing a separate, stand alone training manual.
They took this approach as the Standard did not state this approach was not appropriate. When
audited by ASQA, ASQA compliance staff stated to the Providers that this approach was noncompliant and a separate manual was indeed required. ERTOA noted that this was easily
addressed, though at a cost to business, but it was not clear which Standard required a separate
manual.



ASQA Staff – During consultations a number of ASQA Regional Compliance managers indicated
that they considered that a significant proportion of the provider community did not understand
the requirements placed upon them. Regional Compliance managers review the results of all
compliance audits conducted.



T he Prov ider Survey – While the surv ey did not specifically ask the clarity of the rules,
interestingly a number of Providers chose to v oluntarily remark o n this subject in the free text
fields. Of the 353 Prov iders who responded to the survey, 1 5% (53 comments) provided
unprompted feedback on the clarity of the rules. A sample of those comments are set out below
(directly copied from the survey – no edits hav e been made to the language).
1 . We do not feel confident that w e understand ASQA's expectations, not have confidence that
these will be applied consistently. Changes to guidelines are made w ithout notification and
this is difficult to monitor despite our best efforts. It w ould be useful if ASQA could be more
direct in educating the sector, w hich is reduced to seeking as much advice as possible from
those who have been audited already.
2. ASQA have a range of useful information about the process - Information around w hat
evidence is needed and the repetition across the standards is almost unbearable for them
and us to manage - The standards need to be streamlined to reduce repetition and be clear
about what is appropriate evidence - similar to each Uo C w here this is clear for course
development
3. This is not the subject of the audit - it should remain the standards and the standards need
to provide more clearly what constitutes evidence so that auditors don't end up on a 'soap
box'. The standards need to be streamlines to avoid repetition and focus on the learning
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outcome. Transition from jurisdictional to national environment for Auditors w ould also
be useful. V IC approach was very different to ACT approach - previous registering bodies.
4. Seeing the relationship between the standard and the evidence required w as very unclear
- this is the main difficulty - then balancing too much and too little information for
compliance purposes very challenging. On one hand the Auditor said w e had too much
paper work, only to request more - very burdensome, confusing - I am experienced in this
area so inexperience people would find it very difficult. At the end of the day it’s about the
learning outcomes, the competencies that students gain and not a pile of p aper w ork as
evidence - Standards need to focus more on the outcome rather than a million and one
process compliance matters - there is a big difference particularly if w e are training people
to be effective in the working and commercial world.
5. Due to the conflicting, contradictory, incorrect information provided, combined w ith
subcontracting auditors who advised us that they w ere told by ASQA not to provide
detailed information to any questions w e ask, it w as often difficult to understand w hat
exactly was required.
6. There was a lot of ambiguity about the standards V QF and w hat w ould or w ould not meet
compliance
7 . It is quite difficult to read the standards and then try to interpret how ASQA w ill interpret
them - there is no guidance other than the many social media sites that provide running
commentary on what doesn't w ork. Even in the info sessions run by ASQA the information
is unclear - there is no specialist or auditor on hand to explain how they interpret the
standards.
8. We were told that ASQA could not provide advice - w e had to w ork it out ourselves even
when we didn't understand what is w as that ASQA required


Lack of clarity about responsibility for provision of guidance on NVR Standards
interpretation and public rulings - It is not currently clear which of the bodies involved in the
regulatory architecture may be positioned to provide guidance and public rulings on the
interpretation of the NV R Standards (2012) and the training package requirements. However, this
function c ould reside within either ASQA or the NSSC, possibly with support from Peak Bodies.
During interv iews PwC was giv en conflicting advice about who was intended to provide guidance
and public rulings to the sector. Preliminary consultations indicated that whe n the regulatory
architecture was dev eloped, it was intended for ASQA to fill this role, however consultations with
ASQA staff indicated that if so, this may not hav e been communicated to the taskforce that
established ASQA and ASQA is not funded for this purpose. As a result, this is not being done on a
formal and regular basis. Despite this ASQA provides information about compliance and
applications processes. It also issues a User’s Guide to the Standards for V ET accredited courses,
FAQs, newsletters and v ideos. ASQA also prepares guidance for its use by its Compliance team, v ia
the central decision register (the moderation log) and other procedures, but this is not distributed
to the NSSC or ISCs on a regular basis, or to the general public.
Howev er, it does not provide guidance materials for interpretation of the rules nor does the
regulatory architecture provide a channel for formally seeking a ruling on interpretation. Noting
the onus for compliance with the rules will alway s rest with Providers, the purpose of guidance is to
assist in improving initial compliance rates.
The following points are noted in respect of giv ing consideration to which body in the regulatory
architecture might be well positioned to provide guidance and public rulings.
The ISCs collate feedback on their training packages in order to update them, but it is not clear that
the ISCs deliv er guidance or public rulings for Providers regarding interpretation of training
packages. It appears though that some of the Provider community considers ASQA the primary
source of contact about training package guidance. While the surv ey did not specifically address
this question, only one respondent to the Provider survey identified the ISCs as a primary of
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information about its compliance obligations. Some comments indicated that they expected ASQA
to prov ide this guidance. For example, one comment stated ‘inconsistencies of Industry Skills
Council issues with training package "improvement" unable to be addressed or taken into account
by A SQA.’
ASQA adv ised that the NSSC collates all feedback ASQA provides on which Standards are causing
refusal of applications by ASQA. ASQA also reports this information to the Parliament. However,
this information has two shortcomings. It does not capture w hich Standards are causing initial
non-compliance and it does not ascertain the reasons why the non -compliance is taking place.
4.3.2.4 Processes are not integrated or aligned across ASQA business silos
In addition to consistency, another key enabler of effective and efficient processes is alignment. By
generating a fluid, integrated alignment of functional business processes an organisation is able to
minimise workflow requirements whilst supporting operational excellence.
For ASQA, this alignment should be clearly demonstrated across its core business functions. As the
organisation has many overlapping processes that are dependent on other functions, this alignment is
critical to operational success. Currently there are processes within ASQA that do not align to one
another; inevitably, this creates increased effort requirements from staff and impacts organisational
transparency. For example:


Enabling processes to flow across silos – ASQA’s main ICT platform, ASQAnet, does not
include tools to enable an application to be seamlessly handed off from Risk to Compliance.
Instead, a Risk team member must manually email the relevant compliance team lead to ensure
that they know the case has been allocated to their office. A number of compliance team leaders
reported that they manually check daily to see if new cases hav e been assigned to them as the email
process is unreliable.



Application of risk ratings and audit schedules – during interviews with Compliance and
Risk leads it was clear that there was not a shared understanding between all risk and compliance
leads of the purpose of risk ratings and their role in the process. Compliance team members
considered that the risk rating was the risk of the application, and thus indicative of the lev el of
audit effort required. The Risk team considered that the risk was an attribute of the Provider, and a
relativ ely uncomplicated application may require a lower level of assessment. If the Risk and
Compliance teams were more closely coordinating, Risk could v alidate wi th Compliance that the
appropriate level of effort for a giv en risk rating was being undertaken.

To lev erage the benefits of alignment ASQA must first hav e the ability to automate its business
processes. Currently the organisation does not have an automated workflow solution, nor does it have
a case management sy stem. While a full case management approach with designated case officers is
unlikely to be required, the lack of a case management approach where Providers interactions with
ASQA are managed in one consolidated location is a significant deficiency. Effective process
improv ement of ASQA’s audit function will be hampered without both of these tools.
4.3.2.5 Financial viability assessments are largely manual, but responsibility is being
transitioned to the applicants
Key to any rigorous, defensible risk assessment is the strength of data that underpins the model. For a
public regulatory authority, a critical component of this data is the financial v iability assessment
(FV A); that is, an objective evaluation of one’s ability to be financially sustainable. Providers who are
financially stressed may pose additional compliance risks, as they are incentivised to avoid costs. As a
result ASQA incorporates a FV A into the core of its regulatory processes during a Provider’s initial
application, and during the renewal process as a monitoring action. The process of conducting a FV A
must be built around accuracy of data collection. An effective way to manage this is through
automation of key FV A associated processes.
Currently, ASQA does not have an automated FV A process. The manual tasks associated wit h
conducting this assessment are time consuming and strenuous on staff who are already impeded by
capacity issues. The automation of this process would enable the collection, assessment and
distribution of data to be fully automated. Integration of processes associated with the FV A would
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further increase the effectiveness of automation and allow ASQA to utilise resources in other business
functions.
Alternatively, this process can be outsourced to a third party or responsibility can be transferred to the
Prov ider. ASQA is currently implementing a program to shift responsibility for financial v iability
checks to the Provider, and instead consider a health check conducted by a third party as ev idence for
the application process.
4.3.2.6 Risk assessm ent is partly automated with manual definition of risk factors and
m inimal tool support
As noted in section 4.2 Risk assessment is comprised of two components:


Risk Model: The risk assessment framework, which is the suite of tools, attributes, assessment
procedures and other inputs that collectively describe how the risk of a Prov ider is to be
assessment.



Risk Profile: Application of the risk model to a specific provider, which creates that’s providers
indiv idual risk profile.

Whilst automation of the creation of risk profiles is critical to efficiency, and one that ASQA is
currently improving; another key component to this process is to ensure that the model against which
the Prov ider is assessed is continually updated to ensure the most relevant attributes are co nsidered
with the most appropriate weightings. As with a FV A, both the risk assessment process and the risk
model update process should be automated to ensure the most effective targeting of the audit
program.


Automated risk allocation – ASQA, by the nature of the regulated sector, receives a large
number of applications, almost 1 0,000 (see Figure 6: Risk Assessment Applications, below)
interactions per calendar y ear, in relation to which it is required to conduct risk assessments.
ASQA has dev eloped an automated risk assessment model, but implementation of the model is not
complete and the comprehensive data to populate the model is not y et fully av ailable to ASQA.
Significant aspects of application risk assessment are undertaken manually, including the
gathering, analysing and distributing of information. This is time consuming and a less reliable
process than that which will occur with full implementation of the automated model. During the
fact finding component of this rev iew (December 2013) the interim automated model had not been
deployed, but ASQA intends to deploy this in the first quarter of 2014 .



Automation of risk m odel tu ning– The ASQA risk model is, at this point in its dev elopment,
hand tuned and requires the input of ex perienced members of the Risk team. While outcomes of
compliance assessment is one of the attributes of a providers individual risk profile, c urrent ICT
and business processes does not include the v alidation and updating of the risk model with the
findings of compliance audits, with these steps reliant upon staff action. Generally, change of scope
applications from low risk rated providers are approved wit hout Compliance team activity and,
while this is consistent with a sound risk methodology, the approach has not been verified through
sampling of low risk prov iders.
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Figure 6: Risk Assessm ent Applications
Effectiv e risk management is achieved by a consistent, accurate and repeatable process supported by
ev idence and updated regularly from experience. ASQA will only achieve this through the automation
of key business processes and the establishment of automated feedback loops b etween Compliance
and Risk.
4.3.2.7 Quality m anagement sy stem elements ex ist, but there is no end to end quality
m anagement approach
To max imise the opportunity to achieve consistent standardisation of outputs, an effective quality
management sy stem (QMS) is essential. A QMS aims to coordinate and drive organisational processes
in a manner that supports cost effective and efficient continuous improvement. This enables the
organisation to assure itself and other stakeholders that key business processes are being delivered to
a giv en standard with a measurable error rate.
While ASQA has some quality assurance processes, such as the appeals review process, a moderation
log for interpretations, internal review steps and an auditor training program, it does no t currently
hav e an end to end QMS. The elements of a full end -to-end QMS are set out in Appendix C.
The inability to measure quality at all stages of the application lifecycle, and v alidate that each process
task has been ex ecuted correctly via sampling and review measures prevents ASQA from fully quality
assuring its process. ASQA intends to address this with an interim quality management sy stem in
operation by January 2015, and deliver an end to end quality management sy stem at the completion
of the NIMBUS program.
The lack of an end to end quality management system prevents ASQA from providing all stakeholders
in the regulatory architecture and the regulated community with an assurance of quality. ASQA has
inv estigated a number of claims of inconsistency in audit practice and interpretation, and has been
unable to substantiate any of the claims. However, this is a reactive approach.
While the report has not conducted a formal review of Prov iders’ interactions with ASQA nor
ascertained the cause of these comments, there is clearly a perception that ASQA faces which may
make it more difficult for ASQA to deliv er its v ision that ‘Students, employers and governments have
full confidence in the quality of v ocational education and training outcomes delivered by Australian
registered training organisations.’ 1 8 Implementing a quality management system across the
organisation would not only improve the quality of ASQA’s audit approach, it would also enable it to
demonstrate with evidence the quality of the overall audit approach rather than relying on case by
case ex amination of issues as they are raised by providers or peak bodies.

1 8 Commonw eal th Government Australian Skills Quality A uthority (21 04), W eb: http://w ww.asqa.gov.au/employment/employment.html
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During consultation, all Peak bodies reflected that their membership felt that there were
inconsistencies in ASQA’s audit practices and had ex amples of this. Points of note were asse ssment of
the same ev idence to a different conclusion, and ev idence of different interpretations of the same
Standards by compliance officers. However, while ASQA has noted that these examples were not
substantiated, Peak body comments coupled with unprompted responses to the Provider survey
highlight a strong perception among some of the regulated community that ASQA has some issues
with the consistency of its audit process. This sentiment was also reflected by Compliance staff who
noted that during ASQA’s first national moderation sessions held, it was noted that some offices
v aried in their approach to audits, and in their interpretation of some Standards. All staff noted during
consultations that this had improved greatly since ASQA’s commencement.
Noting the Prov ider survey did not ask a specific question about auditor inconsistency or auditor
quality , 15% of Prov iders surveyed reported perceived issues with ASQA’s audit approaches. When
considering remarks about auditor quality or auditor inconsistency it is important to consider that
there are a number of potential causes of these remarks:


Some Prov iders perceived that some ASQA internal or external auditors did not understand some
prov isions of the rules, particularly for more complex matters, or give sufficient weighting to their
particular circumstances. This may be reported as inconsistency, particularly if they have had an
ex perience with an ASQA internal or external auditor who they consider more informed. The
perceived quality difference between auditors generates comments about inconsistency.



A perceived inability by providers for ASQA to access a common case history and single
perspective. Providers perceive that they receive multiple requests for the same information, or
disjointed requests and conclude that they are not being ev aluated on the same ev idence.



Some Prov iders mistakenly thinking that material developed for one set of circumstances may be
fully applicable to another. As a result they submit the same material multiple times and r eceive
different assessments from ASQA audit staff, and identify the differences as a result of inconsistent
audit practices.



Some Prov iders have identified that they have hired a panel member from ASQA’s external audit
panel as an independent consultant to advise them on achieving compliance. If they are
subsequently found non-compliant during an ASQA audit, they identify that the auditor
functioning as a consultant was an ASQA auditor and therefore the audit results are inconsistent.



Some Prov iders do not understand the risk assessment process. Providers submit the same
material for different applications, one or more of which may be risk assessed as being able to be
approved without a compliance audit, and some are assessed as requiring a compliance audi t. If an
audit is conducted and the Provider is found to be non-compliant they are unclear as to how they
were approved for one purpose without an audit, and may not understand that the risk assessment
process considers individual types of applications and the associated risk rather than Provider risk
more broadly.



Some Prov iders may perceive inconsistent approaches from auditors.

Below is a representative sample of statements made in relation to each of the potential causes of
perceptions of inconsistent audit practice that may lead to claims of inconsistency. Provider survey
commentary included:


“For National Code Standard 1 1 it states that 'If providers implement the Department of
Education–DIBP approved course progress policy and procedures, they do not need to monitor
attendance.' I showed the auditor that w e w ere implemented this standard in this w ay but w as
informed I was not compliant as I also needed to monitor attendance and put that in place.”



“Information had already been provided [to ASQA]” “simultaneous processes become very
confusing - it can be confusing to follow if you have a renew al and notification of change, for
example, occurring (sic) at the same time.”
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“The variances between auditors is significant, I have been through 3 ASQA audits w ith different
RTOs and have found that what one auditor w ill pass another w ont, and yet the standards have
not altered and the same documentation has been provided. On several occasions I have provided
auditors with information regarding current standards they w ere not aw are of and in my
opinion if I am required to know they should too.” (sic)



“We employed an RTO Consultant to assist us to be audit ready - that consultant w ho is also an
ASQA auditor declared certain material w ould be VQF compliant/ however the ASQA auditor
who did the site visit declared it non compliant.”



“The information requested by the auditor on behalf of ASQA w as not reasonable, even though
ASQA's requests and guidance on certain issues are clear, the auditor disregarded ASQA's
information sheets on certain issues. “,"Overall very good, however they only provide
""guidelines"" which are open for interpretation, however the interpretations is dependent on the
auditor you get. We did very well, however it’s impossible to know." and “All the auditors had
different expectations and caused confusion and stress.”

It was not within the scope of the review to validate these claims, but there is an indication that there
are either potential issues within the audit processes or a perception of t his. As noted in finding 4.2.2.1
it is possible that some of these comments are driven by ASQA’s ex ternal auditors operating as
independent consultants.
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4.4

Governance

A sound corporate governance framework is critical to ASQA achieving its desired outcomes and
objectives. When establishing any organisation, it is essential to institute clarity of corporate
gov ernance processes, accountability and transparency. Being a national regulatory authority, ASQA
not only faces the challenge of being bound by legis lative requirements, but it is also tasked with
managing a div erse network of offices that are spread across Australia.
Coinciding with the commencement of the NV R Act, ASQA was established as Australia’s national
V ET sector regulator in July 2011. As ASQA continues to grapple with the challenges of establishing
itself, it is crucial that the corporate governance practices are well equipped to establish the
appropriate mechanisms to drive accountability and transparency across the organisation.
This has created unique challenges for ASQA:


ASQA has inherited a staff mix primarily from the former state based regulators. While to an
ex tent there was a merit based selection process, ASQA needed to select from the existing staff to
ensure that the proposed timelines could be met. This has created an unusual staff mix within
ASQA.



High geographical dispersal of teams – as a result of the intergovernmental agreement, core ASQA
regulatory staff in Brisbane, Sy dne y and Adelaide, while Corporate staff are concentrated in
Melbourne. This geographically separated corporate structure drives additional managerial costs.

Corporate governance encompasses factors that are both internal and ex ternal to the organisation; it
is imperative that both are addressed to achieve a successful operating framework. While ASQA’s
concerns surrounding corporate governance stem from both internal and ex ternal drivers, they are
better segmented under two broad categories – operating model and Standards and training packages.

4.4.1 Operating model
The operating model defines which key decisions are made, how, where and by whom across the
organisation. Creating clarity and transparency in the operating model ensures that there are no
disconnects between head office, business, functions, divisions and geographies. ASQA’s operating
model has been partly created from the legacy of the IGA and transitioned workforce, which compels
ASQA to maintain compliance operations in each State and Territory in Australia. A number of issues
hav e been identified with the effectiveness and efficiency of ASQA’s operating model.
4.4.1.1 Staffing ratios are skewed
Organisational span of control refers to the number of Full Time Equiv alent (FTE) employ ees
reporting to each managerial staff member. ASQA has two significant issues with spans of control
which must be ex amined separately:


Senior Ex ecutive to Staff ratio: ASQA has too few senior leaders to staff – the three Commissioners
and the single SES in corporate services all hav e v ery large spans of control. This is ex amined in
finding 4.4.1 .2.



Management to Staff ratio: ASQA has a disproportionate number of EL 1 and 2s to APS 4-6 team
members compared to other regulatory organisations in the Federal Government.

ASQA’s ratio of EL 1 and EL 2s is high compared to oth er public sector organisations, including other
regulators that require skilled audit personnel. Additionally, the ratios of EL staff to APS is high in
corporate services areas. Based on PwC best practice guidelines and Federal Government benchmarks,
efficient span of control is approximately six or seven people per executive staff member. ASQA’s
current operating model does not exceed this benchmark; the ratio of APS lev el employees to EL and
SES is approximately 3.9:1. Organisational functions with the lowest span of control are Governance,
Policy and Quality (1 .6:1), Compliance Operations (2.1:1) and Corporate (2.7 :1). While EL staffing
ratios appear to be higher in policy areas, service delivery components such as Compliance Operations
ty pically provide the best opportunities to ensure that you have a cost effective ratio of APS to EL staff
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in the agency workforce. It is noted that a significant number of approximately 40% of ASQA’s EL1
staff are employed within the Compliance teams.
It is likely that this issue is driv en by transitioning staff from the State and Territory regulators to the
national regulator. State and Territory regulators typically paid EL1 equivalent salaries for this work,
and this legacy workforce has been relied upon by ASQA as a core component of its workforce. ASQA’s
EL1 salaries are at the top end of av ailable salary benchmarks for auditor staff, and APS 6 salaries fall
within the midrange. Giv en that Federal government employment conditions such as flex time are
competitive with leading private sector firms, there may be opportunities to improve the leverage ratio
by retaining more staff at junior and medium lev els of ex perience, and adjusting the audit scheduling
to ensure that lead auditors are focused on complex issues in an adv isory, managerial or oversight
role.
This high ratio is maintained across the organisation, currently 29.7 % of ASQA’s permanent workforce
is classified as EL1 staff. When benchmarked against other national regulatory authorities this
percentage is high and potentially indicates an ov ersupply of low lev el managerial resources. It should
be noted that some other public sector organisations do have a similar ratio, but this is ty pically when
an unusual lev el of skill or ex perience is required to deliver th e function, or the agency fills a
predominantly policy role. ASQA does not appear to fit these profiles, and as a result the ov ersupply
has driv en up organisational costs.
This high ratio presents an opportunity for cost reduction. Currently ASQA Risk is comprised of 28%
management staff (EL1 , EL2 and the Commissioner of Risk) whilst ASQA Compliance management
resources make up 46% of the function. When segmented by function, it is clear that there is the
ability to reposition and redistribute management staff throughout the organisation. This may lead to
a reduction in span of control issues within certain operational business functions.
4.4.1.2 Strategic leaders have significant operational responsibilities in addition to
their strategic and legislative roles and obligations
Hav ing clearly defined corporate vision, strategy and policies allows effort to be efficiently directed
whilst creating a shared understanding of what organisational success looks like, both internally and
ex ternally. Often when there is disconnect between policy and delivery within the public sector, the
consequence is that strategy and policy is dev eloped without consideration of how it will impact
serv ice delivery.1 9
The strategic direction of any organisation must be heavily influenced by its senior executives. In
relation to ASQA, this responsibility lies with its three Commissioners. As previously mentioned, span
of control issues affect ASQA senior management’s ability to conduct their role; in addition to this the
Commissioners are also constrained by compliance based obligations that they are legislatively
required to oversee. For example:


Legislative requirements – a decision to cancel a non-compliant RTO’s registration under the
ESOS Act is required to be signed off by a quorum of the Commission (a minimum of two
Commissioners). There is no clear policy reason why the ESOS Act imposes this requirement and
the NV R Act does not. This time consuming process creates an unnecessary burden on ASQA’s
senior management, directly impedes their ability to focus on the organisation’s strategic
dev elopment, and creates a different management and appeals process for ESOS Act matters and
NV R Act matters for Providers.



Strategic dev elopment – ASQA’s current operational structure imposes time pressures on the
Commissioners in both delivering a clearly articulated strategy, and subsequently monitoring its
effectiv e implementation while supporting operational requirements. To effectively drive strategic
direction, ASQA’s three Commissioners, as the senior leadership group, have prominent and direct
ov ersight of the development and implementation of the organisation’s strategy. The current

1 9 Pr i c ewaterhouseCoopers (2012) Transform ing th e citizen experience: One S top for Public S ervic es
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operating model of ASQA imposes additional burdens on the Commissioners in delivering this key
activ ity due to time constraints.
ASQA has made a number of steps forward with its strategic direction, issuing a revised strategic plan
prior to the ex piration of the previous plan, and developing supporting business unit and operational
plans, but there are likely to be opportunities to improve, particularly as ASQA is facing a changing
regulatory environment as identified in section 3.
4.4.1.3 ASQA’s functional separation is im perfect, creating coordination issues
between functional areas
Public sector operating structures usually adopt one of two models – functional or divisional.
Functional models are considerably more efficient than divisional models when there is a high v ol ume
of repeatable work, such as ASQA’s core regulatory activities. A div isional model is unlikely to be
appropriate for ASQA, as it would dev olve regulatory responsibilities for all processes back to a
decentralised model. This is less efficient, and works counter to the objective of a national regulation.
In a ty pical functional model, core business processes are owned by one functional area. This ensures
that the processes do not have to be coordinated across multiple functional areas. This promotes
economies of scale, and reduces ex cess duplication and waste. The trade-off is that, as functional areas
are highly specialised and hav e to escalate any cross functional issues to a common manager, there is a
tendency for business units to become siloed from e ach other. Communication and coordination
between business units is more difficult than a div isional model. As a result , a core element of effective
functional organisational design is that business processes should be contained within one function,
and related functions should be grouped as tightly as possible to maximise efficiency and economies of
scale while minimising coordination issues
ASQA is organised along functional lines, with additional geographic separation imposed by the
transitioned workforce and the IGA . However, ASQA’s functional model has imperfectly separated key
business processes into functional areas. The core business processes of initial registration
application, registration renewal application and change of scope applications are spread across the
Risk and Inv estigation (Risk) and ASQA Compliance Operations (Compliance) functional areas.
Comparable regulators tend to adopt an alignment that reflects the v alue chain, where teams are
organised into functions such as ‘entry control,’ ‘monitoring and compliance’ and ‘enforcement.’ This
enables full functional separation.
While a functional approach has many advantages, t he imperfect functional separation causes issues
for ASQA’s operational effectiveness. As a result, ASQA appears to be experiencing some challenges:


The process handoff point for each of the core application processes between the functional units
(Risk and Compliance) is not operating optimally. For ex ample, Compliance does not have the
ability to see the pipeline of recommendations (as to whether to conduct an audit) dev eloped by
Risk. Compliance is informed of recommendations via email, with no forewarning. As a result,
Compliance is limited in its ability to effectively plan and manage forward staff resourcing
requirements.



Some communication issues are evident between Compliance and Risk about the objectives of key
steps in shared processes. For example, consultations with ASQA Compliance and Risk staff
seemed to indicate that Regional Compliance Managers had a different interpretation of the risk
profile from the Risk managers, and how the risk profile should be used to inform compliance
operations. Compliance Managers interviewed seemed to consider that the risk rating was an
attribute of the application whereas the Risk managers stated it was an attribute of the Prov ider.



Geographical dispersal of the functional units as a result of the transitioned workforce and the IGA
increase the managerial burden and complexity of communications between geographically
disparate teams. Where Risk and Compliance teams were geographically collocated, Regional
Compliance Team leads stated that they had access to informal channels of communication with
Risk managers which assist with mitigating the process handoff issues.

Ty pically organisations consider a range of options to address imperfect functional separation, such
as:
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Appointing a common manager, such as a Chief Operating Officer (COO) who has end to end
operational responsibility and control for the organisations core processes. As the COO’s primary
focus is operational effectiveness of the organisation, they are well positioned to understand,
manage and make changes to resolve any issues between functions . The COO has accountability
and responsibility for delivering the most efficient and effective operational outcomes.



A lignment of core processes so they are contained within a single functional unit . This enables
operational managers to have end to end responsibility and accountability for the core processes.
Operational managers are then empowered to make changes within their own scope of operations
to ensure the most efficient and effective operational outcomes.



Structure functional units so that processes are contained within a single functional unit. Similar to
point two, above, this enables operational managers to have end to end responsibility and
accountability, and then each function is empowered to make changes within its own scope of
operations.

ASQA’s functional structure does have some advantages that can realise resource efficiency and
utilisation, but this requires addressing these functional alignment issues or specifically addressing
the integration issues between the two functional units.
4.4.1.4 No central program management office for coordinating improvement
initiatives
Public sector organisations generally establish an internal program management office (PMO) for one
of two reasons – improving the success rate of internally driven programs, or standardising the
implementation of organisational practices. 20
ASQA is currently undergoing a major business improvement exercise with a significant ICT
requirement (NIMBUS), howev er ASQA’s current operating model does not incorporate, nor does it
intend to, the establishment of an internal PMO. This has hindered the development of consistent
business practices throughout the organisation, and hampered the different business functions’ ability
to effectiv ely communicate with one another. For example:


Duplication of effort – v arious ASQA business units and geographic locations have developed,
or are dev eloping, individual process maps tailored to their specific requirements. The process
maps are often unstructured and not stored centrally; this has created duplication issues and
inconsistent processes throughout the organisation. There is currently no central point of contact
within ASQA for these business aids to be developed and accessed.

4.4.1.5 Incomplete data to inform risk m odelling and m anagement
Best practice regulation is only achieved if accurate reliable in dustry data is av ailable. Structured,
accessible, external data allows organisations to be well informed and to address objectives using real time insights. This is particularly true in relation to public sector regulation, as appropriately targeted
data will driv e a best practice regulatory ex perience for stakeholders.
ASQA currently has access to limited data about Providers and industry sectors. Data sets to fully
populate the target risk model, such as student numbers, student hours, completion rates, and
number of face to face hours in course delivery, are not available to ASQA. Limited data is captured
v ia the ABS and training.gov.au, but ICT limitations mean that this data cannot be effectively cross
matched.
Australian governments, through SCOTESE, hav e agreed the scope and the timetable for the
implementation of total V ET activity reporting by all Providers. Total V ET activity requires Providers
to submit comprehensive information about their operations to ASQA annually based on the
Australian V ocational Education and Training Management Information Statistical Standard. The

20 Pr i c ewaterhouseCoopers (2012) I nsights and Trends: Current Portfolio, Program and Project Managem ent Prac tices
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timetable adopted by government means that this data will, in effect, become av ailable to ASQA from
201 6 onwards. Consistent with the SCOTESE decision, ASQA has not sought to obtain comprehensive
data equiv alent to that envisaged by total VET activ ity reporting from the sector and by necessity this
has limited the data av ailable to populate ASQA’s risk model. Upon the data becoming av ailable,
ASQA will be able to significantly enhance a risk based regulatory approach.
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4.4.2 Standards
Standards in the heading is a reference to PwC’s regulatory architecture model. It is used to refer to
any rules that apply in a regulatory context.
Howev er, because standards has a specific meaning in the V ET context, generally in the report where
it refers to the NV R Registered Training Organisations Standards (2012) the term ‘Standards’
(capitalised) is used and where the report talks about ‘rules or rules setting’ (whichever is
applicable), it is intended to refer to both the NV R Registered Training Organisations Standards
(201 2) and training packages or relevant regulatory arrangements.
The role of a regulatory authority is to standardise, influence and monitor activities, in the public best
interest. Effective regulation should attempt to standardise the exercise of bureaucratic discretion, so
as to reduce discrepancies between government regulators, reduce uncertainty and lower compliance
costs. Regulatory measures should contain compliance strategies which ensure the greatest degree of
compliance at the lowest cost to all parties. 21
The current roles of the regulatory participants in relation to Standards and training packages create
some issues for ASQA’s operations. These include:
4.4.2.1 T he regulatory architecture does not formally provide for the Standards to be
regularly updated based on feedback
A key component of effective regulation is the ability to hav e clearly identifiable outcomes;
gov ernments must not assume that stakeholders are knowledgeable about the activities required of
them. To aid this understanding it is not only imperative that the requirements imposed on
stakeholders are unambiguous, but that these requirements are also able to be interpreted correctly.


Misinterpretation of the Standards – it was noted during consultations with ASQA staff that
approximately 7 5% of RTOs, when audited, were found to be non -compliant at the initial audit.
Subsequently, when giv en the chance to rectify, approximately 2/3rds of these Providers achieved
compliance prior to a final decision being made on the Provider’s application. As ASQA does not
hav e full data capture about initial audit findings and the underlying reasons, it was not possible to
statistically analyse the reasons for this high initial non-compliance and subsequent rectification.
It is clear that these Providers were initially non-compliant. As these Standards require ongoing,
full compliance by Providers, rectification measures are appropriate. However, there may be an
opportunity to improve initial compliance rates. Compliance team leads interviewed suggested that
the majority of the initial non-compliances were in relation to Providers who, in the opinion of the
audit officer, were making a genuine attempt to comply with the rules and did not understand the
requirements. While RTOs are failing to correctly understand their compliance requirements, the
reasoning behind this is may be attributable to a lack of proper knowledge regarding what
requirements must be undertaken to achieve satisfactory compliance.



Guidance issuing process – Both ASQA and the Prov iders separately are required to interpret
both the Standards for NV R Registered Training Organisations 2012 and training packages.
Currently, there are minimal supporting guidance materials to aid this interpretation; this is a
major cause of confusion and leads to Provider non-compliance. Producing effective assistance
material to accompany the Standards and training packages would aid confusion based noncompliance issues. It is unclear which participants in the regulatory architecture are responsible
for prov iding this information.

21 Counc i l of A ustralian Governments (2007 ) Best Prac tice Regulation: A guide for m inisterial councils and national standard setting bodies
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4.4.2.2 Acts are inconsistent, driv ing disparate audit and governance processes
ASQA, as Australia’s national V ET sector regulatory authority, is charged with the administration and
gov ernance of two Acts; that is the NV R Act and the ESOS Act.
The two Acts, whilst different, each incorporate two broad aspects: formal procedural requirements
and educational requirements. While both aspects are mandatory, procedural requirements can be
defined as those obligations which are not educational requirements, but must be formally acted upon
to achiev e compliance.


Form al procedural requirements – a primary driver of initial non-compliance among
stakeholders is caused by not correctly adhering to the formal procedural requirements of each Act.
The harmonisation of procedural requirements contained within each Act has the ability to
immediately reduce the regulatory burden on both ASQA and the stakeholders it gov erns.
Procedural coordination is a task that could be done within a short timeframe, inexpens ively and
produce immediate efficiency gains throughout ASQA’s business functions.



Differing appeals processes – ASQA is unable to mirror its appeals processes for matters
under each Act due to different delegation of powers under each Act. For example, the ESOS Act
requires that a quorum of Commissioners, in their capacity as the Commission, make a decision on
an application as non-compliant, whereas the NV R Act enables the Commission to delegate to one
Commissioner the power to make a decision a non-compliant application. This enables ASQA to
operate an internal appeals process whereby NV R matters may be referred to the other two
Commissioners for further review, but this cannot happen with ESOS Act matters. This creates an
organisational impost and also increases the number of cases that go to the AAT.

4.4.2.3 T raining package release schedules are not sy nchronised, creating additional
workload for the sector and for ASQA
It is essential that ‘rules setting’ organisations operate efficient regulatory st ructures. Key to this is the
ability to adopt simple procedures and requirements that reduce the burden of regulation on the
public. While ASQA does not hav e responsibility for training packages, ASQA and Prov iders are both
impacted by a lack of coordination amongst the ISCs in release of training package updates. As one
qualification may contain components authored by different ISCs, it is possible for a v ery large
number of updates for one package to be issued in a y ear. This creates a burden on ASQA who must
not only process the changes of scope applications generated from Providers, but also update their
internal guidance materials and processes for their audit teams.


T iming release – training packages offered by RTOs are a critical component of the V ET sector;
efficient regulation of which is crucial to the success of the relevant industry. Currently the
National Skills Standards Council (NSSC) and the Industry Skills Councils (ISC) do not coordinate
the timing release dates of training packages; creating continual change of scope applications and
compliance issues for RTOs. The duplication of requirements creates an unrequired burden on
both ASQA and on those that they govern.



Com pliance issues – the current release schedules of training packages, while not controlled by
ASQA, impose a significant burden on V ET sector compliance obligations. When ISCs update and
releases a component of a training package (upon approval from the NSSC), the entire package
must be updated to reflect the most recent offering. Once an updated training package is released,
an RTO has one y ear to update its courses in order to be compliant. However, irrespective of when
the most recent package was released Providers must be compliant at the time of audit with the
latest release. For example, if a training package was updated the day before an audit, the Provider
must update their materials within 24 hours. The agricultural industry recently experienced eight
training package releases in one calendar y ear. This uncoordina ted process has led to immense
frustration throughout the V ET sector and within ASQA.

ASQA currently experiences numerous pressures that impact its ability to effectively implement a best
practice regulatory governance framework. These pressures are both internal and external to the
organisation, caused by multiple sources. It is critical for ASQA to fully understand and address these
organisational governance issues.
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4.4.2.4 State and T erritory licensing regulators want to be able to influence ASQA’s
regulatory process
ASQA ensures that training packages are delivered in compliance with regulatory rules. A number of
state and territory licensing regimes rely on this training as key component for issuing a licence, for
ex ample, security guards, responsible service of alcohol and numerous other qualifications. It has
been noted during ASQA staff consultations that state and territory licensing regulators would like
ASQA to conduct audits with them, or otherwise participate in ensuring that education Providers who
deliv er qualifications that may lead to a license are operating in compliance with state licensing
procedures. As State and Territory licensing regulators have data and information that could be used
to inform ASQA’s monitoring and compliance regime there is opportunity to collaborate v ia the
sharing of information.
Under the terms of the NV R Act, the Standards are set out by the NSSC and training packages
dev eloped by the ISCs; there is no material provision for joint audits. The Gov ernment woul d need to
either change ASQA’s enabling legislation, or instruct ISCs to incorporate these requirements into
their training packages or otherwise drive this change. This would also require expanding ASQA’s
scope of responsibility and would likely drive up costs.
As an alternative to joint audits or any similar process, it is possible that the same gains could be made
v ia improved communications and feedback loops between licensing regulators and ASQA, as per
Observ ation 4.3.2.8. This would av oid expanding the scope of ASQA’s responsibility while ensuring
that data was shared effectively to inform both ASQA and the licensing regulators’ monitoring and
compliance programs. ASQA has commenced this process with some state regulators such as NSW
Police and further opportunities are being identified.
4.4.2.5ASQA needs to rev iew its processes and legislative fram ework for the receipt,
m anagement and use of inform ation provided outside of the compliance process
ASQA is currently planning to ex pand its framework for the gathering of intelligence from formal
sources (other regulators and gov ernment agencies) and from informal sources. As part of this ASQA
needs to:


Ex pand its current information systems and associated processes to manage this intelligence.
There are deficiencies in ASQA’s current ability to manage this information due to technology
limitations and some process shortfalls. ASQA is in the process of ex panding its processes, and
NIMBUS should address the technology limitations



Obtain further legal adv ice in relationship to the receipt, storage, protection and use of this
information, with a v iew to identifying any shortfalls and v alidating the proposed technology and
process solutions



If any issues with legislation are identified, seek changes required. ASQA may need specific
prov isions in the NV R Act or the ESOS Act to establish agreements for the protection and use of
sources in developing intelligence



Once ASQA has secured any required legislative changes, it is likely that the existing process
framework will hav e to be revised or redeveloped to reflect the new legislation.

The ability to use this information would assist in proactively targeting non -compliant Providers.
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4.5

People

ASQA’s people needs encompass internal skills and capability, capacity, needs and relationship
management. In order to play a prominent role within ASQA, its people strategy should be driven by
the organisational capabilities it needs to directly support overall business objectives.
As the organisation’s success relies heavily on an effective internal people capability, it is imperative
that deficiencies are identified and resolved with relative urgency.
ASQA’s people framework is segmented under two categories – performance management and
capability.

4.5.1 Performance management framework
To successfully deliver its people strategy, an organisation must have in place mechanisms to monitor
performance; without a sy stem to do this, managers may be unaware whether or not their decisions
align with the organisation’s goals and objectives. There is a significant potential for ASQA to benefit
from improv ed performance reporting and management reporting to inform the performance
management of the organisation. ASQA implemented a basic performance framework including KPIs
last y ear, which has driven a 50% increase in audit productivity over the period. Enabling more
effectiv e KPIs may unlock further efficiency gains.
4.5.1.1 KPIs hav e im proved productivity, but there are further opportunities
ASQA’s recently implemented KPI for audit productivity demonstrates the effectiveness of ev en
minimal KPIs in driv ing organisational behaviour. However, careful consideration needs to be given
to the design of KPIs.
A good performance management framework requires translation of organisati onal objectives into
quantifiable measures that follow best practice ‘SMART’ criteria; that is, indicators that are: specific;
measurable; action-orientated; realistic and time-bound. These measures are usually referred to as
key performance indicators (KPIs). ASQA’s performance management framework, whilst
documented, is not suitable to effectively manage and monitor the organisation’s objectives. The KPI
currently implemented by ASQA does not meet these criteria as it does not consider key components
of an auditor’s duties, such as reviewing appeals cases and supporting AAT matters. Additionally, it
does not consider the complexity of an application, treating a complex multi -week audit of a noncompliant application identically to a simple application fr om a small provider. Dev eloping a KPI
framework and rolling it out to other areas of the agency, especially Risk, has the potential to result in
other significant improvements in productivity.
The inadequate development and lack of clarity surrounding ASQA’s performance management
framework has a direct implication on the organisation’s ability to effectively manage and direct
resource efforts.
4.5.1.2 Managem ent reporting is inadequate to enable operational leaders to make the
m ost effective decisions
Effectiv e management reporting processes should present information in a way that is easily
understood by users, is concise, and is relevant to the decisions being made based on that information.
Management reporting is done to support operational decisio n-making; to achieve this, information
that is reported must be: accurate; cost-effective to obtain; consistent; and timely.


Managem ent reporting tool – while ASQA has the ability to report information that provides a
degree of assistance in operational decision-making; this information does not fully meet user
requirements. ASQA does not have an organisation-wide management- or business function
specific - reporting tool; the information generated is not consistent, timely or cost -effective to
obtain.



Dashboard reporting tool – ASQA does not currently have a dashboard reporting tool that can
be accessed by staff. Regional compliance managers do not have information and data to
accurately track and monitor employee performance and must request certain a spects of av ailable
information from other business units. The limitations imposed on a regional manager’s ability to
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rely on accurate and accessible data was highlighted as a major frustration during ASQA
consultations.
Limited management reporting creates issues for ASQA by impacting its ability to performance
manage and allocate and monitor resourcing requirements that enable effective and efficient business
operations. Without effective management reporting ASQA will continue to be limited in its ab ility to
effectiv ely performance manage organisational resources.

4.5.2 Human Capital Capability
Strategic objectives are achieved by an organisation’s human capital. This capability is fundamental
to the success of business operations, and as such was a consid erable focus of the rev iew. The
following issues hav e been identified concerning ASQA’s human capital capability.
4.5.2.1 Em ployee development may need to be reassessed given changing business
requirements
Crucial to any organisation’s success is its ability to undertake required business activities with a high
lev el of competence. To facilitate this, organisations will often provide staffing resources with
continued and targeted development opportunities. ASQA currently has three identified issues:


ASQA is currently undergoing significant organisational change such as transitioning its regulatory
approach to more of a focus on monitoring and compliance, incorporating new risk practices,
dev eloping its business processes and embarking on a large scale ICT transformation of the
organisation. These change programs impact every component of ASQA’s operations. This will
create significant training needs that will need to be incorporated into the organisational training
plan. For ex ample, ASQA being enabled to issue fines will require comprehensive training across
its audit practice in interview and evidentiary m anagement techniques.



Some ASQA staff identified skills deficiencies within their team during consultations, particularly
for complex audit matters and ESOS Act matters which are relatively uncommon in some
jurisdictions. Outside of the Compliance teams, skills deficiencies have been identified in other
teams (see Observ ation 4.5.2.1 below).



Training should be comprehensively integrated with a moderation or cross checking procedure.
Where issues with audit practice are identified, auditors should be assign ed additional training
activ ities to rectify any issues identified.

At this critical juncture in ASQA's dev elopment, these activities may need to be reviewed and updated.
Ev entually all staff including those below the EL1 will need to hav e an understanding of a complex
matters, particularly ESOS Act matters. Identifying where skills are required for matters outside of
ty pical NV R Act matters combined with an understanding what new requirements will come into
effect ov er the nex t 1 8 to 24 months.
4.5.2.2 Som e team s have insufficient skills, and m ay require additional resour ces
While formal training provided by an employer is beneficial to organisational success, there are
certain roles that require previous relevant ex perience to be undertaken effectively.


Inv estigations – ASQA has certain business operations that require some team members to have
prev ious experience in a similar role to be effective; there are however clear deficiencies in
particular business functions that impact success. Specifically, ASQA’s Investigations team is
comprised of fiv e permanent staff, none of which hav e any previous investigative ex perience, other
than the temporary contract team leader. This inex perience has placed significant limitations on
the team’s ability to effectively carry out their designated roles and responsibilities.

Organisational objectives will not be achieved by ASQA without first addressing their resourcing
ex perience deficiencies, but ASQA will be unable to quickly address this issue without the ability to
hire additional inv estigate resources.
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4.5.2.3 T here are gaps in recruitment driven by ex ternal pressures
As the national V ET regulator, ASQA has unique staffing requirements – including those bound by
legislation – and must activ ely aim to attract the appropriate resources. The current recruitment
processes imposed on ASQA leav e it unable to address key recruitment issues, such as:


Difficulty replacing staff within the Adelaide Compliance team – Due to a number of
absences within this team, and the current recruitment complexities in the constrained budget
env ironment; there are operational impediments and stretched resource capacity throughout the
business function.



Difficulty attracting a suitable candidate to fill the ASQA Perth regional compliance
m anager position – Due to current recruitment complexities in the constrained budget
env ironment and high salary levels within the WA market, currently a NSW Compliance team
member is acting in the position and required to travel extensively; this has contributed to
av oidable time and expense issues. Additionally, ASQA g enerally has issues recruiting staff at all
lev els in this office.

Giv en the recruitment complexities, ASQA should be focusing its efforts on structured, well
understood, targeted recruitment initiatives.
4.5.2.4 Application and risk teams do not have a surge capacity mechanism that draws
on ex ternal resources
Organisations inv ariably experience demand spikes for their services at some stage throughout the
business cy cle. Effectiv e surge capacity management, at the simplest level, is an organisation’s ability
to ex pand its operations to effectively respond and manage service demand spikes. With v ery good
effect, ASQA has been creating ‘strike teams’ to create targeted interventions if the Risk pipeline
builds up ex cessively. This has reduced the waiting times for a new application to commence being
processed from a period of weeks to an av erage of 3 to 7 days depending on complexity, but this
requires diverting staff from other operational activities.
ASQA does not hav e a documented process to effective ly accommodate fluctuations in demand for its
serv ices. Combined with the seasonal v ariation in applications as providers make changes for their
nex t semester of courses, the organisation has ex perienced demand spikes resulting from an influx of
Prov ider applications that have subsequently led to a rise in required compliance activities.
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4.6

Finance

Key to any organisation’s success is the ability to effectively manage its financial requirements. The
challenge for finance remains the same: providing mo re for less, streamlining and reducing
transactional costs, providing an effective control framework, and helping the business make the right
decisions to improve organisational performance. The critical challenge for ASQA lies in effective and
efficient ex ecution of their fees and billing arrangements.
ASQA must confront all of these challenges. Specifically, in its aim to become an effective and efficient
regulator, ASQA must address execution and cost recovery issues.

4.6.1 Financial control
Ensuring the deliv ery of key financial functions is critical to operational excellence. Management
information and transparency are delivered through the alignment of financial, operational and
regulatory metrics that drive accountabilities, decision support and operational ex ecution. Specifically
in relation to ASQA, the following observations about its financial management have been identified.
4.6.1.1 Lim ited information to support activity based costing
A key component of business operations is to correctly understan d how staffing resources are utilised
across an organisation. With this knowledge, management is able to manage and analyse the cost of
conducting different aspects of their operations.


Im plementation of tim esheets – Timesheets fill two critical needs fo r ASQA. Firstly, ASQA is
operating on a time and materials basis for some audits. A time sheeting sy stem will enable time
spent on these audits to be efficiently captured. Secondly, a time sheeting system will enable the
organisation: to improve its information basis for creating activity based costing; to retrospectively
check that its activity cost estimates are correct; and to update its future proposed fee schedules to
realise any benefits of efficiency improvements in reduced fees. This will also allow the
organisation to improve its understanding of its drivers of cost and effort, enabling the fees model
to become more accurate and granular.

The Compliance business unit has already begun to implement the use of timesheets. This initiative
must be undertaken throughout all of ASQA’s functions to enable effective cost recovery.


T imesheet maintenance – ASQA’s current timesheets are not properly stored or maintained;
the data is not easily accessible and collation of such information would be ex tremely time
consuming. To enable effective time sheeting ASQA requires an integrated workflow management
sy stem. Currently, ASQA does not have the capability to implement such a sy stem; however, the
objective to become fully cost recovered will demand such a sy stem that accurately records and
analy se effort expenditure against business operations.

4.6.1.2 Billing processes are not fully automated
Large organisations’ billing processes are often subject to large v olumes of data, both incoming and
outgoing. AQSA processes about 1 0,000 inv oices a y ear as broken down in Figure 9. Without full
automation, the effectiveness of such processes are reduced. An effective billing process also allows
the organisation to extract and analyse data to undertake continuous improvement initiatives.
ASQA has adv ised that following the implementation of the January 2014 accounts receivable upgrade
in ASQAnet, billing automation significantly improved. Now approximately:


44 % of inv oices were automatically generated when providers enter an application into ASQAnet,
at which point an inv oice is able to be downloaded



32 % of inv oices were automatically generated by ASQAnet (for RTO annual registration fees)



24 % were entirely manual (generated by ASQA staff following the receipt of an application or
other fees or charges that are imposed by ASQA)
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Howev er, as ASQA does not have API level access to its financial system, ASQA does not have the
ability to fully automate the remainder of its billing sy stem without implementation of an in-house
accounts receivable module. As such, ASQA must still undertake some manual billing and inv oicing
procedures. This poses an additional issue:


Infringement Notices – If the gov ernment aims to enable legislative instrument that will
prov ide ASQA with the authority to issue fines for non-compliance, without an automated billing
sy stem, ASQA will not hav e an efficient way to track the status of these fines. Unpaid and/or late
fines will attract an additional fine that will be ex tremely difficult to monitor without automated
processes. As shown in Figure 9 (below), no fines are issued now and therefore there are no RTO
charges. Such a program of fines will increase the demands on corporate services staff.

Figure 9 ASQA inv oices issued 2012 -13
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4.6.1.3 ASQA does not hav e an ongoing CAPEX appropriation
ASQA does not currently have an ongoing CAPEX budget. CAPEX is a key enabler for implementing
ICT sy stems in cost recovery agencies. The cost of the sy stem can be capitalised initially, and then
recovered from the regulated industry as the capital v alue of the ICT asset is depreciated. Without a
capital appropriation, ASQA must ex pense all costs ou t of their annual budget, and then seek
immediate recovery. This poses a significant burden on both ASQA and the V ET sector. ASQA cannot
plan to undertake multiyear ICT programs with confidence that the forward estimates include funding
of the implementation program. Additionally, other regulatory agencies that use large ICT sy stems
cost recover the system as the v alue is written off. If the sy stem is created as OPEX, any associated
cost recovery must be sought immediately, prior to the benefits being achieved, rather than recovered
gradually over the sy stem’s useful life. In the March 2013 budget ASQA received a one time CAPEX
budget to fund some ICT improv ements, but there is no ongoing arrangement.
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4.7

Survey Results

To assist in conducting the review of ASQA’s efficiency and effectiveness, PwC conducted a surv ey of
Prov iders to attempt to identify any areas where providers were experiencing issues or concerns in
their engagement with ASQA. The surv ey was div ided up into 7 sections:


Scoping Questions, to obtain demographic information about the RTOs and their students



Questions about the initial registration process



Questions about the accreditation renewal process



Questions about the change of scope process



Questions about a Prov iders experience with compliance audits



Questions about a Prov iders communications with ASQA



A closing statement and an opportunity to provide any additional information.

The surv ey was sent to a randomly selected sample of 800 RTOs that hav e had completed interactions
with ASQA . Eight selected RTOs were unable to be contacted due to having out of date information on
training.gov.au. Of the remaining RTOs, 403 opened the survey link and 356 completed the survey.
The response rate of approximately 50% abandonment rate of approximately 1 2% is in line with other
online only surveys and does not raise any serious concerns about the survey design. PwC in addition
looked at which questions Providers abandoned the survey on and could not determine any clear
trends. Abandonment rates were evenly spread across all questions. Response rates were relatively
consistent across all geographies, with V ictoria having the lowest individual state response rate.
The surv ey methodology and all survey questions were approved by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics’ Statistical Clearing House which reviews all Gov ernment surveys with more than 50
respondents. The methodology was designed to deliver results that are reliably representative of the
v iews of the whole Provider community.

4.7.1 Summary of respondent’s comments
The majority of respondents are positive about ASQA’s registration, renewal and change of scope
processes. The areas that attracted significant negative commentary were:


Timeliness of ASQA’s responses: A number of providers identified timefr ames for responses from
ASQA that were ex cessive. Some providers identified periods of 1 20 days from application
submission to 1 20 days. Ex amining the data of the providers interactions with ASQA demonstrated
that prov iders who had engaged more recently with ASQA on av erage reported shorter timeframes,
but timeframes were still lengthy



Poor scheduling by ASQA: Prov iders commented that ASQA should provide more advanced notice
to prov iders about audit dates. It is recognised that ASQA is meeting the required timeframes
under the NV R Act, but a number of providers reported that they knew an audit was to be
conducted, but did not know the precise date. As a result, their staff leave planning was effected.
Additionally, some audits were scheduled at times provide rs felt unreasonable, such as ov er the
December/January holiday period when staff were on leave.



Communication channels outside of the formal audit process could be stronger. While 57 %
respondents were satisfied with the communications channels, over 40% o f respondents reported
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that they did not agree that the ASQA communication channels were effective, clear, accessible or
effectiv e. While ex act benchmarks are difficult to establish, ASQA’s communication channels
ex ceed business to business commercial inbo und call centres customer satisfaction levels of 45%22.
While a 57 % satisfaction rating is broadly in line with inbound call centre benchmarks, this is a
potentially significant weakness.


Concerns about auditor quality. The majority of respondents were positive about their engagement
with ASQA’s audit staff. ASQA staff were noted for their professionalism, constructive attitude and
helpfulness. Positive comments such as “Auditors who came on site were clear and polite, as well
as thorough and probing” were frequent. However, a number of anecdotal comments were received
about unprofessional behaviour from ASQA staff.

4.7.2 Initial Registration Processes
Of the surv eyed providers, 1 05 had their initial registration conducted by ASQA. Of those:


82% consider that they were fully informed of their compliance obligations



94% consider the information requested appropriate



51 % of them were required to supply additional information



82% of them consider the additional requests clear, and 88% consider the information rea sonable.



63% considered the fees appropriate.



Howev er, when asked to assess the effectiveness of ASQA’s communications about compliance
obligations with providers on a 1 -5 scale for clarity, accessibility, timeliness and effectiveness, the
mean response from providers was 3.5, between ‘Agree’ and ‘Neither Agree or Disagree.’ This was
supported by providers’ identification of their primary source of compliance information, with only
57 % percent using ASQA’s website, infoline or other communications with ASQA. Respondents
were rely ing on a broad range of other sources including peer networking and consultants.

In addition to the purely numeric questions, providers were given an opportunity to provide free text
answers to supplement their survey responses. These responses can be grouped into three broad
categories:


Prov iders found communication with ASQA unclear prior to obtaining initial registration



Prov iders found that the lack of clear timeframes from ASQA about the registration process and
long times elapsed in approving an application was an impost in planning their initial cash flows.
As a business cannot generate revenue until ASQA has approved its application, this is a major
issue for a new business.



Prov iders had mix ed feedback about the quality of the auditors, ranging from “All the auditors had
different ex pectations and caused confusion and stress.” And “It was v ery long albeit understand
(sic) thorough. The audit itself ran smoothly and our auditor was v ery professional and
instructive.”

A particularly concerning issue was identified was a potential issue with ASQA’s ex ternal auditors.
One of the respondents identified that “We employed an RTO Consultant to assist us to be audit
ready - that consultant who is also an ASQA auditor declared certain material would be V QF
compliant/ however the ASQA auditor who did the site v isit declared it non compliant. What chance is

22 Customer Contact Center Benchmarking Results, SA P AG, 2008
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there if one ASQA auditor declares material compliant and another says non complia nt” (sic). A
number of prov iders have commented on perceived inconsistency in providers’ behaviours, and it is
possible that this is not solely created by ASQA, but also by their ex ternal auditors.

4.7.3 Registration Renewal Processes
Of the surv eyed providers, 1 63 had their registration renewed by ASQA. Of those:


83% consider that they were fully informed of their compliance obligations



81 % consider the information requested appropriate. Almost every Provider who considered that
the request was not appropriate cited the financial viability assessment as the reason.



52% of them were required to supply additional information



7 8% of them consider the additional requests clear, and 7 1% consider the information reasonable.



Of apparent concern was the av erage time taken from submission of the application to receipt of a
notification of success – the mean v alue was 7 0 days, but this is driv en up by multiple providers
reporting time frames in ex cess of 1 50 days. ASQA has made process improvements to reduce this
time which is confirmed by examining the providers who’s interaction with ASQA occurred more
recently (last 6-12 months)



45% considered the fees appropriate.



As with initial registration when asked to assess the effectiveness of ASQA’s communications about
compliance obligations with providers on a 1 -5 scale for clarity, accessibility, timeliness and
effectiv eness, the mean response from providers was 3.5, between ‘Agree’ and ‘Neither Agree or
Disagree.’ This was supported by providers’ identification of their primary source of compliance
information, with only 57% percent using ASQA’s website, Infoline or other communications with
ASQA. Respondents were relying on a broad range of other sources including peer networking and
consultants.

In addition to the purely numeric questions, providers were given an opportunity to provide free text
answers to supplement their survey responses. These responses can be grouped into three broad
categories:


Prov iders found the financial v iability test to be unreasonable.



Prov iders found the process for scheduling an audit to be unreasonable. They wanted a confirmed
time for the audit to be schedule as soon as feasible into the process if an audit was required.

4.7.4 Change of Scope Process
Of the surv eyed providers, 302 had change of scope applications processed by ASQA. Of those:


The majority of change of scopes were submitted due to ISC training package updates – 56% of all
changes of scopes were in response to ISC action.



Only 6% indicated that the reason was a rationalisation of un its of scope, and a further 1 5%
indicated that it was a commercial decision. This is supported by the fact that of those who
removed units of scope, only 26% identified ASQA fees as the issue, predominately it was due to a
lack of demand. Of the units remo v ed, the majority (55%) did not hav e students enrolled in the
prior 1 2 months.



A number did identify ASQA fees as a barrier to adding units of scope. 43% cited that ASQA fees
were a barrier to adding scope. The majority identified that a lack of demand fr om Students,
Industry, a shortage of qualified instructors or the withdrawal of gov ernment funding was the
primary barrier to adding scope.
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86% consider that they were fully informed of their compliance obligations



89% consider the information requested appropriate.



25% of them were required to supply additional information



80% of them consider the additional requests clear, and 85% consider the information reasonable.



52% considered the fees appropriate.



As with initial registration and renewal when asked to assess the effectiveness of ASQA’s
communications about compliance obligations with providers on a 1 -5 scale for clarity,
accessibility, timeliness and effectiveness, the mean response from providers was 3.8, between
‘Agree’ and ‘Neither Agree or Disagree.’ Unlike Renewal or Registration, respondents were
ov erwhelming using ASQA’s communications channels to access this information, with only 1 0%
rely ing on other sources.

In addition to the purely numeric questions, providers were given an opportunit y to provide free text
answers to supplement their survey responses. These responses can be grouped into three broad
categories:


Number of changes of scope driven by training package changes was unreasonable



ASQA processing timeframes were too high



No prov iders referred to ASQA fees directly – most cited the paperwork and process complexity of
submitting the application as the key issue with changes of scope.

4.7.5 Communications
Communications were identified as a concern in the process questions by a nu mber of providers.
When asked to specifically comment on ASQA’s communications:


Prov iders primary channels of communication in descending order of current utilisation are: ASQA
Information, Email, ASQAnet, and the Website.



7 5% of respondents identified that their primary channel of communication met their needs. This
is in line with call centre industry benchmarks which indicate that 7 3% of customers reported that
inbound call centres met their needs.23 It should be noted that the organisations used in
dev eloping these benchmarks are ex clusively commercial organisations selling to the public – no
benchmarks have been developed for regulatory organisations



The largest improvement area identified by respondents was the ability to obtain specific advice:
39% identified this as the most important improvement. While a number of prov iders did request
case management or similar services, more were requesting improvements to the advice they
obtained, whether by contextualising the website based on their profile, or b eing able to obtain
targeted advice over the phone channel.



Prov iders wish to move their primary contacts with ASQA from ASQAnet to Email and the Infoline.
Phone was a preferred channel to those who wanted specific advice, and many referred to the
desire to speak to a person to work through complex issues. 63% identified that their primary
reason to contact ASQA was to seek clarification on regulatory obligations



82% of respondents said they were familiar with ASQA’s approach to risk based regulation.

23 201 3/1 4 gl obal contact c entre b enchmarking, Di mension Data, Dec emb er 2013
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As with initial registration and renewal when asked to assess the effectiveness of ASQA’s
communications about compliance obligations with providers on a 1 -5 scale for clarity,
accessibility, timeliness and effectiveness, the mean response from providers was 3.4, between
‘Agree’ and ‘Neither Agree or Disagree.’

In addition to the purely numeric questions, providers were given an opportunity to provide free text
answers to supplement their survey responses. Almost all of these responses were related to the desire
for specific information about their request. A number identified that there was a lack of consistency
or an inability to get an answer about requests from ASQA staff on the Infoline.

4.7.6 Differences in responses amongst providers in different
geographic and scale groups
There is some geographic and Provider scale v ariations in responders questions v arious categories of
questions. The review considered two dimensions when assessing Provider v ariation – the bottom two
quartiles (300 or less students) v s the top 2 quartiles (between and 40,000 unique students), as well
as larger jurisdictions (QLD, V ictoria, WA, NSW) v s smaller jurisdictions (TAS, ACT, SA, NT).
Comparing the results for small jurisdictions compared to large jurisdictions the points of difference
are as follows:


Communications: Providers from smaller and larger jurisdictions reported similar results for
ASQA’s communication effectiveness.



The larger state providers reported a 1 5% lower satisfaction rate with ASQA’s timeliness. Providers’
opinion of the reasonableness ASQAs were v ery similar between small er and larger jurisdictions



Fees: V iews on fees v aried by fee ty pe.
o

Initial Registration Fees – there were not enough initial registration applications from smaller
jurisdictions providers to make a significant assessment of the reasonableness of fees. Only 1 0
smaller jurisdictions providers answered this question.

o

Renewal Application Fees – 43% of prov iders in smaller jurisdictions and 45% of prov iders in
larger jurisdictions considered the fees reasonable.

o

Change of Scope Fees – v ariation between smaller and larger jurisdictions is significant. 55%
of prov iders in larger jurisdictions consider change of scope fees reasonable, falling to 39% in
smaller jurisdictions. It is unclear what the source of this issue is. Smaller jurisdictions
prov iders are less likely to cite ASQA fees as a reason for removing units of scope. Instead,
25% of smaller jurisdictions’ providers identify a lack of industry demand as a reason for
removing units of scope. Additionally, smaller jurisdictions’ providers are less likely to have
had any students enrolled in a unit for twelv e months prior to removing the unit from scope
than prov iders from larger jurisdictions.

Comparing providers in the bottom two quartiles o f student enrolments (small providers) to the top
two quartiles (large providers) the following results are observed:


Communications: Providers from both the top two quartiles and the bottom two quartiles reported
similar results for ASQA’s communication effectiveness.



The top two quartiles and the bottom two quartiles of providers reported similar rates of Provider
satisfaction with ASQA’s timeliness. Providers’ opinion of the reasonableness ASQAs were very
similar between the top two quartiles and the b ottom two quartiles



Fees: V iews on fees v aried by fee ty pe. Small providers were approximately 5% less likely to
consider the fees reasonable for renewal application fees and change of scope fees.
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o

Initial Registration Fees – there were not enough initial registration applications from large
prov iders to make a significant assessment of the reasonableness of fees. Only 9 large state
prov iders answered this question.

o

Renewal Application Fees – Small prov iders are 6% less likely to consider fees reasonable
than large prov iders.

o

Change of Scope Fees – Small prov iders are 5% less likely to consider fees reasonable than
large providers.
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4.8

Corporate Services Benchmarking Results

When dev eloping comparisons to benchmark ASQA’s performance against, it is diffic ult to identify
directly comparable organisations for its regulatory capability. However, ASQA’s corporate services
requirements are generally common to other government agencies. Therefore, as part of this rev iew
ASQA’s corporate services functions were c ompared against other public sector organisations. The
following services were considered in the process of assessing ASQA against corporate services
benchmarks:


Ministerial Support



Communications and Public Relations



Procurement



Human Resources



Finance & Budgeting



ICT



Legal



Internal Audit

For each of these services information about spending and overall staffing numbers were gathered,
and compared against the other agencies. The other agencies separated by size into small, medium
and large categories based on total FTEs. ASQA is considered a small organisation for the purposes of
this assessment. In making the comparisons an assessment was conducted with regards to ASQA’s
regulatory and corporate services functions. For corporate services functions, we hav e conducted an
assessment against a number o f regulatory organisations. Agencies were sorted into size categories
based on total operational ex penditure by the agency:


Small: <$1 00m



Medium: $1 00m - $500m



Large: >$501m

The following organisations were considered on the basis that they were of a compa rable nature in
size or purpose to ASQA. Common features include a regulatory responsibility, geographically
distributed workforce or a considerable field workforce who conducts activities on other premises
such as ASQA’s compliance teams.


Australian Financial Security Authority (formerly Insolvency & Trustee Serv ice Australia ITSA)
(Small). Regulates insolvencies and financial services including an audit and compliance
monitoring capability. Faces similar scale challenges to ASQA in deliv ering effective c orporate
serv ices.



Australian Organ and Tissue Donation and Transplantation Authority (Small). Supports and
encourage the implementation of policies and protocols, and standards and codes of practice
relating to organ or tissue donation and transplantatio n matters.



Australian Pesticides and V eterinary Medicines Authority (Small). Performs regulatory activities
including site v isits that are comparable with ASQA. Requires a highly skilled compliance
workforce.



Airservices Australia (Large). Performs regulatory and ex tensive cost recovery functions. Highly
paid niche workforce distributed nationally.
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Fair Work Commission (Small). Performs regulatory activities including site v isits that are
comparable with ASQA. Ex tensive national audit workforce



National Water Commission (Small). Provider independent and public advice to the Council of
Australian Governments (COAG) and the Australian Gov ernment by assessing, auditing and
monitoring water reform progress. Similar corporate services requirement s to ASQA



Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (Medium). National workforce that delivers site v isits. While
not a regulatory or a cost recovery agency.



Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (Medium). Comparable regulatory and
ov ersight functions to ASQA, including the management of complaints.



Australian Sports Commission (Medium). Grants management and application based monitoring
and ov ersight functions in administered programs.



Civ il Av iation Safety Authority (Small). Performs regulatory activities including site v isits that are
comparable with ASQA. Requires a highly skilled workforce



Comcare Australia (Small).Performs regulatory activities including a v ery extensive compliance
monitoring activity comparable with ASQA.



IP Australia (Medium). Applications focused organisation, with a transaction based applications
assessment process.

The Australian Tax ation Office was initially considered, but then excluded for reasons of size. All
figures from other agencies used are self-reported without v alidation from PwC.
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4.8.1 Finance, ICT and HR are operating at a higher cost than
comparable organisations
ASQA’s total spending on corporate services is relatively higher than the average across all
comparable regulatory organisations identified in Section 4.8. However, as illustrated in Figure 7
below, ASQA’s spending is in line with directly comparable small regulators.
1 9%

1 9%
17 %

ASQA

17 %

Total

Small

Medium

1 8%

Large

Figure 7 : ASQA spending on corporate services as a percentage of Agency revenue 24
As shown in figure 8, ASQA’s relatively higher corporate spend relates to its HR, Finance & Budgeting
and ICT Functions. ASQA ’s spend on its HR, Finance & Budgeting and ICT functions as a proportion
of its total spend is higher than the median v alues of the comparable government agencies identified
in Section 4.8. This is set out in two figures that compare the proportion of cost by function to total
Agency OPEX. Specifically:


Figure 8 (below): which includes all agencies, small, medium and large, as outlined in Section 4.8
abov e.



Figure 9 (ov erleaf): which comprises only small agencies.
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24 N umb er s drawn from A SQA provided spending breakdowns. This information was provided on 1 2 /03/2014 b y ASQA .
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Figure 8: Serv ices Cost by Function per $'000 of total Departmental Ex penses for all
com parable agencies identified in Section 4.8 25
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Figure 9: Serv ices Cost by Function per $'000 of total Departmental Expenses for all
sm all agencies identified in Section 4.8
ASQA’s ex penditure on Finance & Budgeting is higher than its peers, but this is unlikely to be
indicative of an issue as there are additional overheads from ASQA’s cost recovery operations. The
higher than median ex penses for ICT may be influenced by ASQA’s outsourced service provider
arrangements. V ariances in HR spending may be due local or transitional issues which ASQA should
be mindful of in its future planning.
As identified in Section 4.8, the ‘Public Relations’ category is ‘Communications and Public Relations’ .
Figure 1 0 (below) shows the breakdown of Corporate Services FTE as a percentage of all employees.
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Figure 10: Corporate services FT E as a percentage of total staff:
ASQA’s total corporate services FTE is in line with similar regulators as a percentage of total FTE. As
seen in figure 1 0 (above), there is a 2% difference between ASQA and comparable small regulators.
This likely relates to the outsourcing of some ICT and corporate legal services. This is partly offset by
the need for additional FTEs to handle ASQA’s cost recovery arrangements and associated billing
processes in the Finance & Budgeting team.
Figure 1 0, below, shows the breakdown of FTEs as a percentage of the total corporate services
function compared to the average for comparable organisations (as identified in Section 4.8).

25 N umb er s drawn from A SQA provided spending breakdowns. This information was provided on 1 2/03/2014 b y ASQA .
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Figure 11: Percentage breakdown of corporate services FT E by function 26
The balance of ICT resources reflects the small in house ICT team and the outsourcing of some
functions to shared services providers.

26 N umb er s drawn from A SQA provided spending breakdowns. This information was provided on 24/01 /2014 b y ASQA .
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5 Findings
The table below sets out the main findings of the rev iew, identifies responsibility for the finding and notes any rectificati on measures ASQA has underway to address
the finding (as adv ised by ASQA). Of particular note is the use of ‘Gov ernments’ in the ac countability column. ASQA has been created in response to a COAG initiativ e,
and no one gov ernment has unilateral control over ASQA’s operations. As a result, where government action is required, the word ‘Governments’ has been used to
identify that Federal, State and Territory Governments will need to collaborate on the issue. Where responsibility is assigned to ASQA, that issue can be progressed
immediately without substantial additional funding.
No priority has been ascribed to the individual finding in the table below. However as outlined in the Ex ecutive Summary above there are six themes pertaining to the
efficiency and effectiveness of ASQA, and the findings support the themes. Giv en the themes, finding s 1 , 6, 8, 1 2, 17 and 19 are particularly important to consider and
address, and hav e the potential to deliver the highest value to ASQA and the sector.
Finding
Num ber

Finding

Accountability

Response prov ided by ASQA

T echnology
1

ASQA is not fully supported by an end-toend technology solution to deliver its
regulatory activities.




Gov ernments
ASQA

2

ASQA’s current shared services
arrangement is not meeting some of its
needs or future technology direction.




ASQA
Gov ernments

3

PwC

ASQA does not hav e a single source of truth
that holds all content and records related to
interactions with providers.




Gov ernments
ASQA
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ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS ICT
transformation. Some additional funding will need to be
secured if the transformation is to achieve its full potential.



ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS ICT
transformation. Some additional funding will need to be
secured if the transformation is to achieve its full potential.



ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS ICT
transformation. Some additional funding will need to be
secured if the transformation is to achieve its full potential.
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Finding
Num ber

Finding

Accountability

Response prov ided by ASQA

Process

4

Processes across ASQA Risk and ASQA
Compliance teams are not fully aligned or
integrated to a single v iew that shows both
business units’ planned activities and
outstanding applications for each Provider.



ASQA

5

Many processes are manual - process
automation opportunities are y et to be fully
realised across the organisation.




Gov ernments
ASQA

6

No comprehensive end-to-end quality
management sy stem and cross checking
across all regulatory processes and offices.



ASQA

7

No formal process for providing and
utilising feedback on compliance outcomes
to the Risk team for v alidation of and
incorporation into the risk model, rather
than solely incorporating into an indiv idual
risk profile.



ASQA

8

No process for providing comprehensive
capture of causes of initial non-compliance
and prov iding this feedback on common
ty pes and v olumes of initial noncompliance that may be driven by a
misinterpretation of an area of the NV R
Standards (201 2) or training packages.





ASQA
NSSC
ISCs
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ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS ICT
transformation. Some additional funding will need to be
secured if the transformation is to achieve its full potential.



ASQA is planning to address this as part of the NIMBUS ICT
transformation. Some additional funding will need to be
secured if the transformation is to achieve its full potential.



Interim quality management system arrangements are due to
be operationalised in Jan 201 5 ahead of a full end -to-end
QMS ex pected to be provided by NIMBUS



NIMBUS will formalize this data capture and provide an
automated feedback loop.



ASQA makes av ailable some reporting about the causes of
non-compliance with the ISCs. This is an area that needs
stronger development.

Findings

Finding
Num ber

Finding
There is currently no participant in the
regulatory architecture clearly identified as
being responsible for issuing guidance and
rulings about the interpretation of the
rules.

9

Accountability

Response prov ided by ASQA





Not applicable.



ASQA has effectiv ely managed previous application surges by
establishing strike teams drawn from resources within other
ASQA teams. This approach was effective in eliminating the
backlog in risk application processing experienced in the first
half of 201 3.
The ty pe of skill set required to risk assess applications is not
readily available externally.

Gov ernments

People

10

11

PwC

ASQA does not hav e an ex ternal
arrangement to secure short term
resources to support the Risk team without
impacting business as usual operations
within the rest of the organisation.
Prov iders and ASQA hav e both noted that
demand for change of scope is unev enly
spread across the y ear. Surge capacity to
address peaks could operate in a similar
approach to the panel auditor’s
arrangement.
Human Capital planning is a continuing
issue for ASQA. ASQA has been unable to
fill the shortage of formal inv estigative,
ev idence management and interview skills
in the inv estigations team and across the
broader organisation. Skills deficiencies
hav e also been identified in the audit
practice, and a number of recruitment
challenges impact the resourcing of ASQA’s
regulatory functions. Additionally, ASQA
does not hav e a data analy tics capability
within ICT and Risk teams. This requires a
fusion of skills across both teams.







ASQA

ASQA
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ASQA has implemented improved processes to include an
early warning reporting system to forecast application surges
and will continue to manage any future surges within ex isting
resources.



Staffing limitations reflect ASQA’s budget and commitments
under the Transitional Provisions Act to offer positions to
state and territory employees.



ASQA’s ex isting inv estigations staff are undergoing further
formal training in inv estigations.



The issue of the lack of data analy sis will be addressed
through improved reporting capacity if NIMBUS and the
introduction of total V ET activity data is implemented.

Findings

Finding
Num ber

Finding

12

ASQA line managers identified skills
deficiencies within their staff, particularly
in the Inv estigations team and for dealing
with complex ESOS Act matters. Combined
with ASQA’s training ASQA may need to
update its skill programs to identify and
correct skills issues within its staff
members, particularly for complex or
unusual matters.

13

ASQA does not hav e an effective holistic
management reporting capability to enable
the use of effectiv e individual KPIs. ASQA
may need to be complemented with
complete timesheeting to generate
improv ed effort measures.

Accountability





Response prov ided by ASQA



ASQA has a training program in place which is linked to its
performance appraisal sy stem. ASQA will launch a new and
more fully integrated iteration of this program, the Learning
and Dev elopment Framework, by June 2014.



ASQA has introduced limited timesheeting and rudimentary
KPIs for compliance staff. It plans to introduce more detailed
KPIs following implementation of NIMBUS and the quality
management sy stem.



ASQA made an ex press decision to not impose additional data
collection requirements on the sector for the sole purpose of
making Risk Assessments, and is comfortable with the
ex isting timeline for introduction of the Total V ET Activity
data.



Additional scope for the NIMBUS program may be required,
but also depends on av ailability of more complete data about
prov iders.

ASQA

ASQA

Gov ernance

14

PwC

ASQA lacks sufficient data to implement a
fully effective risk based regulation regime.
The Federal Gov ernment may wish to
pursue options to bring forward the total
V ET activ ity data collection, and ASQA may
pursue other opportunities for data
capture.




Federal Gov ernment
ASQA
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Finding
Num ber

15

16

Finding

ASQA, State, Territory and Federal
regulators do not have a comprehensive
arrangement to share information about
their regulatory findings (e.g. the Provider
of the education of indiv iduals or
businesses identified as in breach of their
regulatory requirements). This information
would be a powerful input to a risk based
regulation regime.

ASQA needs additional sy stems support
and process work to establish an internal
framework for the receipt, storage,
protection and use of information from
formal (other government organisations,
regulators, etc) and informal (citizens,
professional contacts of staff) intelligence.
Additionally, ASQA may need additional
legal adv ice on how to most effectively
receipt, store, protect and use this
information.

Accountability





Response prov ided by ASQA

Gov ernments
Other regulators
ASQA




ASQA
Gov ernments



Other parties inv olved in
sharing information

ASQA is required to report certain information relating to
regulatory breaches and also reports this information to the
NSSC.



ASQA has in place 36 MOUs with v arious sector stakeholders,
including 1 6 with Commonwealth and State regulators.
Negotiations are currently underway with a range of other
State and Commonwealth regulators.



ASQA has commenced a project to identify the intelligence
sources most v aluable to ASQA’s ongoing risk approach that
will guide the dev elopment of further MOUs with regulators.



On the 3 r d of March 201 4, ASQA approved an Information
Sharing Policy which details the information that can be
shared with ex ternal bodies under the NV R and ESOS Acts.



On the 3 r d of March 201 4, ASQA approved an Information
Sharing Policy which details the information that can be
shared with ex ternal bodies under the NV R and ESOS Acts.
It is possible that specific provisions in the NV R Act might be
required or further agreements struck regarding the
protection and use of intelligence in a manner which
facilitates the regulatory approach while respecting the rights
of market participants.



The ability to use this information would
assist in proactively targeting noncompliant providers.
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Finding
Num ber

Finding

Accountability

Response prov ided by ASQA






ASQA has raised harmonisation of the Acts with government.
Gov ernment has agreed with the findings of the rev iew of
higher education regulation which proposed harmonisation
and ASQA understands that this work is in dev elopment.



ASQA has implemented a number of cross-agency
improv ement projects and has multiple cross-agency
committees, but does not hav e a formal program management
office structure or equivalent in place.



ASQA has raised this issue and has obtained one time CAPEX
funding in the last fiscal y ear.



ASQA regulates a unique market and has structured the
organisation according to regulatory needs.
There are some legacy issues regarding transition
arrangements with former state and territory jurisdictions
and the numbers of EL1 auditor staff who were part of that
transition. However, ASQA believes that there is a
requirement for EL1 auditors given the nature of complex
auditing. The work lev el standards of these roles have been
v alidated by both the Commonwealth and specialist
remuneration consultants.
ASQA has established a range of cross-agency committees and
strategic projects to minimise any impact of siloing and
functional separations.

17

The ESOS and NV R Acts impose
inconsistent requirements on ASQA and
prov iders. Government may wish to
undertake a rev iew of the ESOS and NV R
Acts, with a v iew to aligning the regulatory
processes and requirements, reducing red
tape for business and ASQA’s ov erheads.

18

ASQA does not hav e a consistent approach
to business improvement opportunities
across the organisation, governance,
approvals, or project management.



ASQA

19

ASQA does not hav e a CAPEX budget.



Gov ernments

20
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ASQA’s operating model incorporates
significant spans of control for senior
ex ecutives (Commissioners and SES), high
lev els of ex ecutive level staff compared to a
selection of other regulators, some siloing
of business operations, significant
geographic dispersal and resulting
challenges in relation to clear lines of
responsibility for monitoring operations.
These inferences can be drawn based on
rev iew and consideration of the material
prov ided by ASQA, as well consideration of
outcomes from meetings with staff, survey
results, and analy sis against best practice.

Gov ernments






Gov ernments
ASQA
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Finding
Num ber

Finding

Accountability

Response prov ided by ASQA

Finance

21

PwC

ASQA’s partly automated billing processes
create organisational inefficiencies. An
automated billing arrangement may reduce
the number of Finance FTEs, decrease
manual processing and enable fines to be
administered effectively.




ASQA
Shared serv ices provider
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ICT transformation – ASQA has implemented a billing
module as an interim solution ahead of NIMBUS
implementation. This capability will be further enhanced with
the NIMBUS program.

Appendix A List of
stakeholders consulted
ASQA
Function

Nam e

Form at

1.

ASQA - Chief Com missioner

Chris Robinson

Interview

2.

ASQA - Com m issioner Com pliance

Dianne Orr

Interview

3.

ASQA – Com m issioner Risk

Michael Lavarch

Interview

4.

ASQA – National Manager, Corporate

Justin Napier

Meeting

5.

ASQA – Adelaide Compliance Operations

Christine Chatburn

Interview

6.

ASQA – Brisbane Com pliance Operations

Dav id Garner; Kerry Russell

Interview

7.

ASQA – Canberra Compliance Operations

Carly Simpson; Sue Hepperlin

Interview

8.

ASQA – Sy dney Compliance Operations

Andrew Garcia

Interview

9.

ASQA – Risk Analysis and Investigations

Dav id Congreve; Cherry Cran

Interview

1 0.

ASQA – Industry Engagement

Michele Dawkins

Interview

1 1.

ASQA – Course Accreditation

Roby n Porter

Interview

1 2.

ASQA – Legal and Investigations

Judith Finn; Gary Tuckwood

Interview

1 3.

ASQA - Com m unications

Scott Chandler

Interview

1 4.

ASQA – Corporate, Finance

Jonella Welsh

Interview

1 5.

ASQA – Corporate, Human Resource

Fiona Ellis

Interview

16

ASQA – Gov ernance, Policy and Quality

Liz Stafford

Interview

1 7.

ASQA – Executive Officer

Bronwen Griffiths

Meeting

Function

Nam e

Form at

1 8.

ACPET - CEO

Claire Field

Workshop

1 9.

CCA - CEO

Kate Davidson

Workshop

2 0.

ERTOA – CEO

John Churchill

Workshop

2 0.

English Australia – Executive Director

Sue Blundell

Workshop

21 .

TDA - Director Stakeholder Engagement

Pam Caven

Workshop

Peak Bodies
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Appendix B Terms of
Reference
On 7 June 2013 the Standing Council for Tertiary Education, Skills and Employ ment (SCOTESE)
agreed that there would be an independent process review undertaken of the Australian Skills Quality
Authority (ASQA). This rev iew will consider ASQA’s current regulatory approach and the efficiency
and effectiv eness of its operations and how this can be optimised over time.
Gov ernance
The rev iew will be governed by a sub -group of officials from participating states/territories and the
Commonwealth. The sub-group will be referred to as the ASQA Process Rev iew Reference Committee.
ASQA will be an observer on the Reference Committee.
Scope
The rev iew will consider:
 ASQA’s purpose, the requirements of its gov erning legislation, the National V ocational Education
and Training Regulator Act 2011 (NV ETR Act) and intersections with ASQA’s roles under the
Education Services for Overseas Students Act 2000 (ESOS Act);
 ASQA’s current approach to regulation;
 the efficiency and effectiveness of that approach in the context of the regulator’s role in
safeguarding the quality of the V ET sy stem;
 the context in which ASQA operates including;
o ASQA has been operating for two y ears with high service levels necessary to establish and
embed the regulator in the V ET regulatory landscape;
o ASQA is two y ears into a fiv e y ear cycle for renewal of all prov ider registrations. It is
ex pected that the end of that cy cle will provide the regulator with a fuller picture of the
sector and assist with better targeting the regulator’s efforts after that time;
o the Australian Government’s agenda for reducing red tape, supporting sma ll business and
growing the economy;
o the current review of the national V ET standards.
 the impact on registered training organisations (RTOs) of ASQA’s approach and processes, in
particular small business RTOs;
 any identified processes that are not aligned with adding v alue to the quality of the V ET sector;
 whether there are any technical barriers, for example, information technology systems, and
legislation, that impede ASQA from delivering more efficient regulation;
 options for improving efficiency and effectiveness; and
 comparable effective regulatory business processes, for ex ample, childcare, health and higher
education.
The rev iew will make findings in respect of:
 How ASQA’s approach to regulating may be improved to lead to more efficient and effective
prov ision of services to registered training organisations;
 broad options for future improvement of processes.
The rev iew will demonstrate a clear line of sight between costs and fees. It will consider efficiency and
effectiv eness in an env ironment of limiting cost while maintaining adequate safeguards over quality.
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Method
The rev iew will be undertaken by an established external ex pert firm. When responding to the
Request for Quotation the expert firm is ex pected to set out its proposed approac h to conducting the
rev iew. The detailed design of the rev iew will be dev eloped by the expert firm under the direction of
the Reference Committee, and the detailed program for undertaking the review will be negotiated with
ASQA, so that it does not unreasonably interfere with its day to day business.
The rev iew will need to intersect with the Commonwealth Budget timeframes, which will be managed
by the Commonwealth separately from the review.
Secretariat Support for the Rev iew
Secretariat support services will be provided by the Commonwealth (currently the Department of
Industry).
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Appendix C Elements of a
Quality Management
System
A quality management sy stem (QMS) is a collection of business processes and sy stems focused on
achiev ing an organisation’s quality objectives. The ex act components of a quality management system
v ary depending on the nature of the work being conducted. They originally derive from manufacturing
processes, but can be translated into a v ariety of different contexts. Generically, a quality ma nagement
sy stem can be categorised into fiv e elements:
1

Management Controls: Tools to provide management with oversight of the process. This could
include customer complaints management, management reviews and quality plans,
performance management, Dev iation and Closed Loop Corrective Action (CLCA) (The
management and rectification of process issues in place as identified).

2

Design: Quality design concerns itself with the design and configuration of the goods that are
to be produced or the services that are to be produced. This should include customer
engagement to ensure that the proposed goods or services are appropriate, design teams for
processes drawn from multiple functions, structured reviews of products, v erification of
designs and proposed processes and establishment of a testing and reliability regime.

3

Inputs Management: This stage covers inputs into the quality control process. It should
include supplier qualifications, establishment of clear specifications, inspection of goods or
serv ices delivered by third parties, quality performance management, and corrective actions.

4

Production of Goods or Deliv ery of Serv ice: This covers oversight of the production process. It
should include production controls, statistical process controls, testing and inspections, and
y ield improvement of defect reduction services.

5

Installation of Products or Closeout of Serv ices: Finally, once the good or service has been
deliv ered, close out activities need to be conducted. These include process controls, v alidating
performance and checking customer feedback.

These dimensions of a quality management system require a number of supporting enablers. These
include:


The organisation must create an organisational culture focused on delivering quality
outcomes. The establishment of a Mission Statement and Charter, leadership on quality
management from strategic leaders, organisation wide rollout of quality training programs
and establishment of continuous improvement measures is essential.



Control of inputs requires an integrated quality organisation: Quality functions and reporting
lines, structured roles and responsibilities, sufficient qualified and competent resources.



Quality deliv ery requires established processes and procedures, quality standards and
certifications embedded into the organisations processes and training, and a structured
document management and change control function that accompanies all work products,
processes, templates etc.



Sy stems and tools need to be established to ensure that quality outcomes can be measured
and included in an integrated enterprise platform, data capture an d analysis throughout the
organisations business processes, and reporting and v isibility that can be delivered to
management. This may include independent audit and transparency requirements that will be
met v ia ex ternal reporting to key stakeholders.
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